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Ex-CIA agents
target issues
By Bryan Alexander
against the United States and
Two ex-Central Intelligence that the third world countries
Agents battled each ocher m,er were trying co disrupt the
the need for covert operations United Scates by pumping drugs_
into the country.
and the national security threat
"Then you look south of the
caused by Central A£l1erica and
border," said James. "You begin
Cuba during a debate lase night
to realize that if this comes co
in the Granite State Room.
Approximately 175 students pass, then the U.S. will have a
national security prvblem and
looked on as Philip Agee, an
a problem that is very genuine."
outspoken critic of the CIA,
Agee asked the audience not
grappled over the topics with
to accept the slogans of Russian
Peter James, a critic but suppordomination. He said the only
ter of the agency.
reason President Reagan called
Agee argued that countries
Nicaragua an extrodinary threat
like Cuba are painted as enemies
is because the US "is hostile and
to the U.S. because they are a
threat to the politcally powerful cannot live with social revolution."
whu run the country.
"Nicaragua has had the au"Revolutionary movements
everywhere are a threat," said dacity, to sec an example, that
may, in chis country and others,
Agee. "They are not a threat as
an extension of Soviet power sound appealing," said Agee.
"The Sandiniscas have underor as a Soviet foothold. They
taken revolutionary programs
are simply a threat by example
to the very few political elite in the name of the poor."
Besides other countries, the
who run the United States."
third world of this country
Agee said the countries which
might see chat such a movement
work their way out of the
imperial web of the United can take place, said Agee. Then
they might demand political
Stares are a beacon for others
to follow. He said Cuba was one changes in this country which
would lessen the power of those
of the colonies to make a sucin power.
cessful break away from the U.S.
"This causes the ruling elite
"Cuba had finally achieved
in chis country co quake," said
~.ndepend_a~ ce," said Agee.
Agee.
What~ sm.
James continued to paint
James said the countries
posed a serious threat to all Cuba as just another extension
of theSoviet Union. He pointed
citizens of the United States.
He said the Marxist-Leninists out that the Soviet Union has
of Russia had already taken over given Cuba missles, planes and
submarines. He said the Soviets
Nicaragua and Cuba, and have
have made their influence so
extensive plans in world domoverwhelming in the country
ination.
that national security experts
He said Col. Mohammar
Khaddafy of Libya has planned ~utinely parole the area to
to set up terrorise bases in third
DEBATE, page 13
. world countries to be used
1

Two ex-CIA agents, Philip Agee (I) and Peter James (r), voiced dueling idealogies last night
in the MUB. (Sharon Donovan photo)

M·e rit increases approved
By Elyse Decker
The U niversicy System of
New Hampshire Board of Trustees unanimously approved a
system for granting merit increases co faculty and operating
staff and to reward outstanding
performances.
The amount of money that
will be made available for these
increases will not be available
until the biennial budget receives legislative approval.
But, in a report of the personnel committee, Trustee A.T.
Hatch noted that there was a
"real committment on the part
of University System and campus administrations to improve
the salary structure of the
Operating Staff (OS), the Faculty members to be competitve."
According to Vice Chancellor
Perry, the wage increases for
OS and PAT are three-fold.
"There will be a general increase .
that approximates the estimated
change in economic conditions
for virtually all employees, an

equity increase for those with

At the CROP walk this Sunday, helping hands came in all sizes. (Sharon Oonovan photo)

satisfactory or better performance, and special funding to
address further internal and
external equity issues and to
reward outstanding Rerfor- .
mance.
Paul Bergen, who works in
the government documents
section of the library, and is also
a member of the Library Staff
Council, commenced that the
salari~s for operating staff at
UNH are "well below market
value." But he added that he is
encouraged by the committment
among the Trustees and administration to improve the wage
and salary guidelines.
,
Professor James Horrigan,
a foll professor of accounting
and finance, said the ·salaries
at UNH were a continuing
problem. He doesn't feel the
· wage guidelines will be enough
to compete with other universities. According to Horrigan,
UNH can't recruit new professors which really has a large
impact on the quality of edu-.
cation received here.

A stu_d_y ~one by Oklahoma

State University found that
faculty salaries at UNH are
lacking in comparison to comparable institutions such as
UVM, UMass at Amherst, and
URI. According to the national
average in 1988, a full professor
of business, with the exception
of accounting, earned $59,243.
A full professor at UNH earned
$55,010 and professors at comparable universities earned
$55,372.
The study also stated that a
full professor of physical sciences at UNH earned $47,546 in
1988. The national average was
$51,303.
.
Professor of Soil Chemistry
Robert Harter, commented that
the.salaries at UNH are "aero~
ciously low." He asserts that the
salaries of the faculty should be
a very high priority to the
Trustees and administration.
During the personnel committee meeting on March 17,.
President Haaland emphasized
that the goal of the wage and
salary guidelines "is to assure
that with appropriate comparisons among institutions, regionally and nationally, each of
the institutions within USNH
(Plymouth State, Keene State,
and UNH) will be at par with
their peers."
The wage and salary guidelines also call for more attention
to be paid to the evaluation of
individual performance. Supervisors will have to scrutinize
whether their employees are
working up to satisfactory standards and are eligib-le for the
equity increases set aside for
outstanding performance. A
s~pervisor must also prepare
a documented explanation of
the reasons why an employee
does not receive an increase.
President Haaland believes
these guidelines enable UNH
to make positive wage and
guideline decisions. He commented during the personnel
committee meeting that the new
program provided more flexibility to make decisions that
allow progress in the areas
where faculty and staff salaries
are most deficient . .
The guidelines also provide
recognition to those performan.,
ces deserving reward. The approach taken by the Trustees,
according to Haaland, will make
the most use of the funds
available.
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Reading, 'riting, 'rithmatics not as easy at it looks
By Sarah Minnoch

make them more interesting. ·
Rows of orange lockers line
Plowden-Wardlaw explains
the mint-green walls. The hum
with a lot of "urns" and "wells"
signaling a new class period in between his speech. He just
delivers a flood of adolescents, left his classroom at UNH and
clad in acid-washed-clothing, the role reversal is not an easy
into the hallways. Future rock job. As he says: "It's much
stars, presidents, and models harder on this end than their
mingle, gossip, and kiss their end."
According to the manual
boyfriends and girlfriends goodbye for the next 40 m 'i nuces. describing the course, "EducaWithin two minutes there is tion 500 is based on the belief
relative silence.James Plowden- that one way (to explore teachWardlaw is ready for the day ing as a career) is through
at Exeter High School.
working in schools with
Plowden-Wardlaw is a senior teachers, pupils, and specialized
English and Economics major personnel, helping and learning
at UNH and one of the 150 at the same time.
other UNH students caking
In school settings, by looking
Education 500, or "Exploring and listening, doing and chinkTeaching," a class designed to ing, assisting and inquiring,
introduce prospective teachers prospective teachers may be able
to make realistic career decito the career.
The class branches out into sions."
The course has become more
the area schools of Oyster River,
Dover, Exeter, Portsmouth, popular over the past few years
Barrington, Northwood, Rye, as more people discover and
Milton, Farmington, Rochester, rediscover the importance of
and Newmarket.
education and its rewards as a
"We're going to do a lot of career, according to Randy
reading of good stuff basically," Schroeder, the coordinator of
says Plowden-Wardlaw. Unlike teacher education.
UNH, a clock is posted on the
He explains that two to three
wall. He hands out photocopies years ago there was no problem
of excerpts from books by getting into Ed 500. Now there
Hunter Thompson and Tom is a waiting list and he gets more
Wolfe about "New Journalism" than a dozen phone calls a week
to the five students his "coop- about the program. "It feels like
erating teacher" has assigned · a lot of people are interested
to him.
in teaching," he says.
"Tackle it. Charge it," he says.
Teacher demand is on the rise
They read the few pages (which nationally. The National Center
he hastily copied before class) for Education Statistics puband then there is a discussion lished studies lase year, one of
about the concept of new jour- which stated: "For secondary
nalism as nonfiction stories school teachers the projected
writte~ wi!_hr_?_fictional s_tyle to annual demand is expected_to
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increase rapidly from 1988 until
1995 before declining."
And the National Research
Council included new college
graduates as chose who will be
recruited for teaching positions.
There is a lot of preparation
for the Ed 500 class. With five
hours of class time a week,
getting the act together beforehand is ~ must. Mose students
serve as teachers' aides and
usually teach a small group
.-, elected by the cooperating
teacher out of the designated
class. The teacher ca_n guide the

aide in a certain direction and/ or the N.H. Educator Teacher in
use the ideas of the aide. This Residence for the 1988-89
gives both the teacher and aide school year. She included the
an open framework to work five hours of class time, which
with and allows for new ideas must be structured around the
UNH student's schedule as well
for the class.
Noc all Ed 500 students teach, as the schedule of the cooperhowever, according co Margaret ating teacher and class times.
Meyer, an Ed 500 graduate Transportation sometimes comassistant. Some observe, grade pounds the scheduling dilemma.
papers, set up labs; have con- · Higgins teaches one of the
ferences with the students, or ten two-hour seminars per week
are given class projects to run . which allow the Ed 500 students
to ask questions, express cenoff.
_ · "One of the hardest things
ED 500, page 5
is time," says Marcia Higgins,

NEWS IN. BRIEF
Thousands rally to
keep abortion legal

Household crimes
increasing again

42 Soviets die in
submarine explosion

With cries of "choice" and symbolic coat hangers
hung from their clothing, hundreds of thousands
of abortion rights activists marched Sunday on the
nation's Capitol hoping to avert a return to the
days of back-alley abortions.
"We're scared" said Ellen Davidson, a Yale
University7unior from Hewlett, N.Y. Scared, she
said, because "we're coming to the realization that
the thing we've taken for granted can be taken away."
The Supreme Court will hear arguments on April
26 in a Missouri case that both sides of the abortion
issue agree could significantly alter the 1973 Roe
vs. Wade decision that gave women the right to
an abortion.

Car thefts and burglaries jumped at least 9 percent
in 1988 as personal and household crime went up
1.8 percent for the second straight year, the Justice
Department said Sunday. The increase in the overall
number of offenses during the last two years reversed
a five-year decline in crimes reported by victims
to the National Crime Survey, the department said.
Household crimes went up 2.6 percent from 1987,
the study said.

The Soviet Union said Sunday that 42 sailors
were killed when a nuclear-powered submarine
caught fire and exploded in the Norwegian Sea,
and it disclosed that two torpedoes on board were
armed with nuclear warheads.
The official Tass news agency ·said the design
of the warheads "completly rules out radiation threat
during large-depth submergence. To ensure radiation
safety, the nuclear-powered engine was stopped
and the power unit was effectively blanked off."
It said the submarine carried 69 men and that
only 27 of them survived.

Six escapees
remain at large
Sunday, in Dedham, Mass., police began the
painstaking process of following leads to six inmates
still at large following a weekend jailbreak that
the sheriff blamed on understaffing and overcrowding in the aging facility.
"The information we're getting is they're in three
groups of twos in Chelsea, Boston and Dorchester,"
said Norfolk County Sheriff Clifford Marshall. When
they are captured, he said, "We'll seek the maximum.
No question: 10 years in state prison."
On Sunday evening, the Norfolk County Jail and
House of Correction prison population was 23 7,
well over a court-ordered federal cap of 172 inmates.
Friday night, the prison held 246 when 13 inmates
escaped by sawing through a pr~on window bar.

Fusion test duplicated
In Houston, Texas A&M University researchers
have duplicated a University of Utah experiment
that reportedly achieved nuclear fusion by using
a relatively simple process at room temperature,
a college spokesman said Sunday.
"Other labs around the country have been trying
to duplicate this, but nobody else has been able
to get satisfactory results," said Ed Walraven, a
spokesman for Texas A&M. "Our people are
convinced that they've got it, so as a gesture to the
researchers in Utah we wanted to announce it as
soon as possible."
Scientists have long sought the secrets of nuclear
fusion, which is considered a possible replacement
for conventional energy sources because it would
be clean, inexpensive and virtually inexhaustable.
Researchers in Utah announced on March 23
that they had achieved nuclear fusion at room
temperature. Their announcement has been greeted
with widespread skepticism among colleagues.

Anti-abortion activists
pray in cemetery
Several hundred anti-abortion activists prayed
silently in a symbolic cemetery on the Washington
Mall Sunday as a river of abortion rights activists
swept past them to a rally on Capitol Hill.
"We are here co pray and to ask God to visit his
will on all these people who think they are for
abortions," said Judie Brown, of Stafford, Va. She
is president of American Life league Inc., an antiabortion group.
The "Cemetery of the Innocents," surrounded
by a rust-red wooden snow-fence, contained 4,400
white wooden crosses and Stars of David, the number
of unborn children the organizers said had been
killed daily since the Supreme Court legalized
abortion with its Roe vs. Wade decision in 1973.
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A -moo-m oo here·and
a moo-m oo there
By Karen McDonald ·
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Contestants get ready for the judge at the Little Royal livestock show. (Ben Frazier photo)

Alcoho l violati ons report ed
By Mary Tamer
Two UNH students were
arrested this weekend after
Durham Police discovered a
party at their Young Drive
residence.
Michael Richelieu, 21, and
Richard Michaud, 21, were both
charged with selling alcohol
without a license. They were
issued hand citations and will
appear in Durham District
Court on April 25.
Paul Serrano, 22, of South
Berwick, Maine, was charged
with driving while intoxicated
on Saturday. He was released
on $500 personal recognizance
bail and is scheduled to appear
in Durham District Court on
April 25.
One student was arrested on
Saturday after trying to get into
Nick's with a fake ID.
RPt<-v A ndersori 20. of Lee,

was charged with license prohibition and later released on
$200 personal recognizance bail.
She will appear in Durham·
District Court on April 25.
Another Young Drive resident, Anthony Edwards, 20, was
cited for resisting arrest and
taken into custody early Sunday
morning. Edwards received a
hand citation and will also
appear in court on the same
date.
University Police are investigating the theft of an A_T &
T computer and keyboard from
Kingsbury Hall last week. The
value of the stolen equiptment
is $5000.
Dnrham Police are investigating the Friday theft of a ring
from the Strafford Avenue
Apartments. The size 6 ring,
a marquis cut opal set in gold
and surrounded by 12 diamonds, .

is worth $ 1000.
A female student was injured
early Friday morning after a
water balloon, thrown from an
upper floor of Hubbard Hall,
hit her in the face.
The student sustained injuries
to her eyes and face caused by
the impact of the balloon on her
eye glasses. The RHD was
advised and the building was
checked. There was no disclosure of involvement by a resident.
University Police are investigating the abduction of several
chickens from the poultry farm
area early Friday morning.
Illegal entry to the area was
gained by the apparent poultry
thefts, and one resident had
been awoken after an unknown
person raised her bedroom
window.

Whoever said a dog is a man's
best friend didn't know about
horses, cows, and sheep.
Both spectators and participants walked away from Saturday's 36th Little Royal Livestock
show with a greater appreciation and love for a variety of
farm animals.
The spectators gained their
appreciation from afar as they
watched the animals from the
hard, cold, wood bleachers in
the back of the Light Horse
Arena. But for the participants,
appreciation cost them a little
bit more than one chilly Saturday afternoon.
According to Pat Underhill,
jlidge of the cow contests, it
takes a lot of time and effort to
prepare the animals for show.
The student has to clean, clip,
and then shine the coats of all
animals practically every day
for two weeks before the show .
"It's teamwork" that counts
most Underhill said. Students
showing an animal have to
become familiar with it and vice
versa. After showing an animal
once, you get attached to doing
it, and it "gets into your blood,"
Underhill said.
Although attachment to a cow .
or horse comes easily after the
first couple of weeks of training
with them, the initial effort to
get some students to show the
animals is not so easy.
"I was kind of persuaded
because I didn't know how I felt
about cows," Victoria Hall, a
freshman occupational therapy
major, said
Nancy Gordon, also a freshman OT major, had already
signed up to participate in the
livestock show and had persistently tried to convince Hall to
do the same.
According to Hall, training ·
the cow was not easy. "For the
first three weeks the cow didn't
do anything but then when it
started to respond to my training I felt that _my calf really liked

me."
Although some people need
a helping hand to get them
involved in the show, others
need no other hand but their
own.
"I took the horsemanship
class knowing that I would have
to present a horse in the show,"
senior Donna Reed said. She
rook the class for fun and is
enjoying every minute of it.
.
Reed showed a horse by the
name of Jolly Shadow, owned
by the university, who came in
first place for its class and first
place overall in its species.
"It definitely makes it worth
while and rewarding," said
Reed. It was a good experience,
but a lot of work that sometimes
was very nerve-racking.
"Once you get to know them,
they get to know you and then
you know what to expect and
what to avoid," Reed said. Other
students should get involved
because it's a great opportunity,
added Reed.
Junior Kim Nolan agrees
with Reed. She said that shows
like Little Royal are good opportunities for all students.
"It gives anyone a chance to
be involved with the things that
they have never been involved
with before," said Nolan.
There's no need to shy away
from events like this one because if you want to get involved
people will show you how to
prepare your anima~ for show
during "help sessions," said
Nolan.
According to Dwight Barney,
associate professor of animal
science at T-school, the day's
events on the whole are very
rewarding ...-Both students and
faculty get the chance not only
to work with the animals but
to work with each other. "It's
a lot of fun," said Barney.
Two of his former students,
Peggy Abbott and Robin Kent,
wer~ the . highe~ pie-throwing
COWS, page 5

ROTC
banqu
et
is
a
succes
s
By

Tracy Henzel
The Army and Air Force
cadets in ROTC joined "forces"
Saturday night to make their
annual ROTC banquet a big
success.
This yearly banquet is held
every Spring and is a salute to
the graduating ROTC seniors,
"it represents a celebration of
commencement of careers. They
are officially commissioned in
May as second Lieutenants," said
Lisa Colwell, this year's army
chairperson.
The dinner, which served
about 300 in the Granite State
Room, is the largest formal
event held at UNH and is
entirely arranged by students.
The HOTEL 403 class worked
together with a committee of
ROTC cadets to organize and
cater the banquet.
According to Jean Desmarais,
a senior in the Air Force ROTC
program, the night was a lot of
fun. Desmarais will be graduating in May and has m~de a nine
year commitment to the Air
Force. In February, he will go
to pilot training.
For Desmarais joining the
ROTC program was definitely
a move in his favor.
"T have learnect management

~nd leadership skills that I never
would have gained with a regular degree," said Desmarais.
"And I have also been able to
travel a lot more."
Desmarais is not on scolarshi p, and said that this is the
major fallacy connected with
the program.
"Everyone thinks the only
reason we do this is because of
a scholarship," said Desmarais.
"Some see joining ROTC as a
constraint, I see it as an advantage."
ROTC cadets who are not on
scholarship, receive a $100 a
month stipend.
He sees himself having a
greater respect now for the
United Scates than he ever has
had in the past. In part because
of his education at UNH, and
also because of ROTC.
According to Desmarais, the
highlight of the evening was
the Sable Detail Ceremony
which occurred about midway
through dinner. The red carpet
was rolled out for all the seniors
and their daces who then proceeded to walk under special
swords to commemorate the
event.
The alcohol policy was one
of the most important facets of

the evening because it was
strictly enforced. All the ROTC
cadets were brought together
previously in lab by Lieutenant
Colonel Charles Adkins and
Colonel Heaphy.
They informed them that
even those who were 21 had to
present two forms of identification, and there would probably
be a liquor commissioner present to check the I.D.'s.
"The Colonel was very specific. There's a cadet in here
tonight that turns 21 at midnight and he can't drink," added
ROTC cadets Ed McCale and
Ken Johnson.
Every year, the cadets also
reserve about one third of the
guest tickets for "VIP's". These
people include retired army and
air force officers as well as the
administration such as Gordon
Haaland and members of the
Board of Trustees.
For Desmarais, the food was
great and he thought the Hotel
class did a wonderful job. And
now, Desmarais is ready to get
on with his Air Force carre.
Ideally in ten years, he wants
to see himself flying fighter jets.
·."The ROTC program at
UNH has worked out really well
for me," said Desmarais.

Service for the service at the ROTC dinner. (Emily Kelemen
photo)
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Are you voting in the SBP and SBVP elections on Tuesday and
Wednesday? What do you think the biggest issue is?

''I probably won't vote because

I am graduating'. The only
inforrwation I have seen on the
candidates have been articles
in The New Hampshire."

Seth Allen

"No. I did not realize the
elections are on Tues. and Wed.
I will not vote because I'm not
informed on what the candidates stand for."

Freshman

Melissa Silveria

"Yes. I think the biggest issue
is the tuition raise because it will
affect the entire student body."

"Yes. I feel President Haaland's
responsiveness to the students
is a major issue that needs to
be addressed."
Christi Mitchell

Tricia Kennedy

Junior
Senior

Senior

Undeclared

Anthropology
Education

Fam. Studies

GEORGE

YF ANTOPULOS

ACADEMICS
rrEducation is, by and large, our most valued asset. r,
rTo receive a good education is our main ohjective
at UN H; We do not want to lose sight of this."

HOUSING
"We feel the housing site is appropiate because
of the urgent need for on campus housing. We strongl;1
disagree with the way in which the site was selected. n

GREEKS
rrlf the Greek system can work together and still
maintain it's own identity, we can prove' to the
administration and the student body how effective
and beneficial the Greek system is."

TOWN COUNCIL

KELLY

JENKINS

ON:

"The appointment of a student on the Durham
Town Council is a milestone in town- UN H relations ...
we will have a general election next spring for this
position."

WOMENS ISSUES
STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
"We would like to see an end to the accusation
that UNH students are apathetic because we do not
believe that this is true."

rrAn increased awareness of offered programs is
essential to safety on this campus ... it is obvious that
current lighting is not acceptable:· ·rwe also need
to increase the amount of educational programs
informing students of problems involving women.

VOTE APRIL 11th and 12th

JJ
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cerns, and even argue about the
rights and wrongs of handling
various situations. They also
discuss child development to
school management to various
kinds of curriculum- things not
seen directly in the classroom.
"Issues that appear on the
surface seem to be a one-faceted
thing but become more complex," she says. For example,
how to handle issues such as
teenage pregnancy. Do you get
involved or just let the students
handle it? Do you tell the school
administration?
Andrew Gamble, a senior
took Ed 500 sophomore year.
Knowing since he was a kid that
he wanted to be a teacher,
Gamble says, "Ed 500 just
reassured me that that's what
I wanted to do."
Last semester he was a fullti me culinary arts student
teacher at the Regional 18
Vocational Center in Exeter.
There was a teenage couple in
his class who were dealing with
a pregnancy. He told them to
"just stay in school," explaining
to them that it is difficult
eno11:.,.h tn ,~•:r '.1 joh with on!','

a high school diploma. Without
one, the job hunt becomes nearly
impossible.
Student Body President
Wendy .Hammond says, "I immediately got turned on to
teaching." She gave the program
a big thumbs up, saying it was
the deciding factor for her to
pursue a teaching career. "I
thought it was very stimulating
being around students."
She also enjoyed the attitude
of the education instructors as
compared to ochers i11 Jifferent
subjects she has dealt with at
UNH, saying: "I think there's
a lot of respect for the individual."
Alex Herlihy, a history
teacher, whom has caught at
Oyster River High School for
14 years, describes the Ed 500
as a "starting point."
Herlihy has been a cooperating teacher for Ed 500 students in the past and now
mainly works with UNH interns. He describes the internship as comparable to a doctor's
internship requirement. "You
learn co teach by teaching," he

·Herl ihy says that $22 billion
dollars is given by the federal
government to eduation. That
is 8 percent of the national
budget, meaning that 92 percent
must be supplied by state and
local funds. Compare that co 33
percent on defense. "It'll be a
good day when they have to hold
a bake sale to buy a bomber,"
he says.
His experience with Ed 500
students has been a good one.
The three students he helped
were all positive about teaching
care_ers. The interns have given
him flexibility and much-needed
energy. The classes also get
variety with a new face.
After Plowden-Warlaw's second class was over, the mild
tension subsided. He had a brief
conference with his cooperating
teacher, Bob Snyder; and was
ready to get prepared for the
next day.
Walking out to his car, the
tie and jacket came off. Later,
he could be ·seen walking by
Thompson Hall with a tie-dyed
shirt, black jeans, and flip-flopsback to the ocher role. ·

STUDENT RECITAL #7- Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts,
1 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES- "The White Rose." Room 4,
Horton, 6:45 p.m.
BRYER LECTURE SERIES- Helaine Posner, curator of
contemporary art, National Museum for Women in the Arts,
Washington D.C. "Contemporary Women Sculptors: Object,
Image and Installation." Room A218, Paul Arts, 7:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR- "The Human Geneme
Initiative: Challen_ges In Biotechnology," Dr. Raymond
Stallings, Genetics Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory.
Room 219, Barton 4 p.m.
PHI BET A KAPPA LECTURE- "Catastrophes Told Lyrically:
Ralph Ellison's Poetics of the Blues," presented by Professor
Lester Fisher. Room 110, Murkland, 7:30 p.m.
FA CUL TY LECTURE SERIES- "Intervention in the Third
World: The Home Front." Dale P. Barkey, Assistant Professor
of Chemical Engineering. 1925 Room, Alumni Center, 7:30
p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 13
OPERA TING STAFF OPEN MEETING- An open exchange
on University issues of concern to the staff. Carroll/Belknap
Room, MUB, 8 to 9:30 a.m.
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES- Bever!}, Hallam,
area artist, slide show and discussion. Galleries, Paul Arts,
noon, free.
·

<;'1y<:

-------\COWS-----

LECTURE; "Milton! Thou Should'st Be Living At This Hour,"
on Milton Blake, and Wordsworth. David Eroman, Professor
Emeritus, Suny Stony Brook. Room 125 Hamilton Smith,
12:30-2 p.m.

<concinued from page 3)
bidders. It cost them $20 to
throw a whipped creamed pie
into Barney's face.
Ocher victims to the piethrowing contest were Professor W.illiam Condon and Professor Roger Cady. Boch men
are actively involved with the
Animal Science Club, a sponsor
of the show. Cady is the advisor
and Condon is the chairperson,
who coincidently is also the
person for whom the Little
Royal Livestock Show was dedicated to.
The pie-throwing contest
wasn't all that bad. Who could
complain about a contest that
not only was for a good cause
but also had "great casting
whipped cream?" asked Condon.
The money reaised form the
pie contest went to UNH Elderpet, a shelter for animals.
The dizzy-bat game and the
egg-throwing contest were other even ts besides the piethrowing contest to keep the
spectators entertained with
laughter, while they awaited for
the beef cow contests.
By the end of both games the
arena's floor was saturated with
the yokes of the oozing eggs.
The shells of the eggs were
dismantled all about and the
part.icipants involved were
stretched out across the floor
due to their lack of balance.
The dizzy-bat game involved
relay teams whose members had
to rotate their bodies around
a bat 10 times while keeping the
bat on the floor :1.nd their noses
attached to the head of the bat.
"I felt fine until I stood up,
after that the world fdt upsidedown," said Professor Roger
Cady.
Most of the members fell to
the ground after completing
their rotation and stumbled
backwards to their team on their
hands and knees.
Adding more excitement and
awe to the show was the forestry
woodsman team, who amazed
the spectators with their
strength and willingness to

participate in daring events.
According to Matt Chagnon,
the coach, most of the events
are based on time, except for
the ax-throwing event, which
is based on accuracy (hitting a
bull's eye).

WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH- "Feminism" Turning
Theory into Practice," Mary Ka¥ Blakely,_ feminist journalist,
writer for "Ms." and author of 'Wake Me When It's Over,"
will speak. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m.
BIOTECHNOLOGY SEMINAR- "New Approaches to
Mapping Complex Genomes," Dr. Raymond Stallings, Genetics
Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Forum Room, Library
1 p.m.

u
zz
0
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z

BASEBALL- vs. Massachusetts, 3 p.m.

On Campus Interviews .

READING- William Blake's "An Island In The Moon," reading
and commentary by David Erdman, Profes~or Emeritus, Suny I
Stony Brook. Room 125, Hamilton Smith, 4 p.m.

University of New Hampshire

Apri120

PC Connection7 Inc. named by Inc. magazine as the
second fastest growing private company in the U.S. 7 will
be conducting on campus interviews at UNH. Come
learn more about us on Thursday, April 20th. Sign up at
office by April 12th. We could be just
11111111 the career placement
the company you7re looking for
We arrrently have opportunities in Non-commissioned
Sales7 Data Processing and Customer Service.
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package
that includes:
• Health Insurance
• life Insurance
• Short-term Disability Insurance
• Delta Dental Plan
• Profit Sharing/401K Plan
• 10 Paid Holidays
• 6 Paid Sick Days
• 10 Paid Vacation Days
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
• 2 Free Studded Snow Tires
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Fitness Reimbursement

0

u
u

•·

• Property lax Reimbursement
• Paid Bereavement Leave
If you7r interested in working in a challenging smoke-free
environment7 please sign up for an on campus intervie\-½
or contact our Personnel Department at:

PC Connection®

MUSO FILM- "Betty Blue." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and .
9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2
PRESIDENT HAALAND SPEAKS- Richardson House (Mini
Dorms), 8-9:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S HISTORY KEYNOTE SPEECH- (Rescheduled1
from 2/24) Jill Mattuck Tarule, professor and interim dean
of counseling and p~ychology at Lesley College Graduate
School, "Connected Teaching and Collaborative Learning:
New Voices on Campus." New Hampshire Hall, 8 p.m., free,
open to public

FRIDAY, APRIL 14
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM- Third Annual Undergraduate Research Conference. Room 101/ 102, Conant Hall i
2-5 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER- Granite State Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m ..

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS ·
AND DEADLINES.
I

,-----------------~
I
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KINKO'S

·II
I

10%

I

6Mill Street
Marlow, NH 03456

II
I

RESUME TYPESETTING

II
I

WITH THIS COUPON

I

-I KINKO'S COPY CENTER I

603446-3383
An equal opponunity employer
.* i\dditjonal

brochures and company infor~ation are
available at the placement office.

I
I

51 .MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH

a68-6322
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GENERAL

ATHLETICS

"THE LAST GREAT WILDERNESS,": Sponsored
by New Hampshire Outing Club & Gaia. Slide
presentation - learn about the plight of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge and oil development
in Alaska. (a small donation will be asked to help
cover expenses) Monday, April 17,. Horton, Room
4, 7 pm.

JOGGING MARATHON: Jog/Walk Competition
op~n to ~II full-~im~ ~NH students, faculty or staff.
Pnzes given to md1v1duals and teams which consist
?f no more than 4 individuals. Pick up the flyer
m the Rec Sports office for times, dates, and rules.
Monday, April 10 - Friday, April 28, NH Hall
outdoor track (rain or shine) usually 4-6 p.m. (See
flyer for exceptions) ·

WOMEN'S COMMISSION MEMBER NEEDED:
Committed, enthusiastic women from the faculty,
staff and student population are encouraged to
apply for membership during the 1989-90 academic
year. The Women's Commission serves as an
advisory and programming committee for women's
issues on campus. Meetings are twice monthly and
members should expect a 10 hour per month time
commitment. Please call !:#1058 for more information.
DAIRY BAR-NOW OPEN SUNDAYS!: 11 a.m.
co 5 p.m., grill open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: We are a non-profit
organization selling good food for low prices. Get
your groceries right on campus]! Wednesdays,
Hubbard Hall Recreation Roorri, 4:30-7p.m.
ACADEMIC

FALL HORSEMANSHIP SIGN-UP (ANSC 402):
Classes open to all students. Priority sign-up:
Tuesday, April 18, 5-7 p.m., Sign-up: Wednesday,
April 19, 5:30 p.m. (Light Horse Barn Classroom)
EXPLORING GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS: Where can you find information
on programs? How can you choose from the many
possible schools? Discussion will be led by current
graduate UNH students. Wednesday, April 12,
3-4 p.m., and Thursday, April 13, 1-2 p.m., Task
Center, College Road.

UNIVERSIT Y COMPUTIN G

Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING " at the VMS Hildbert
promt ($). CUFS users should tab down to "OTHER
SERVICES" on the menu and type "TRAINING".
Call 3667 to register if you do not have access to
the above. All classes are held in Hamilton Smith,
room 3, unless otherwise stated. ,
HARD DISK MANAGEME NT (2 SESSIONS):
This course teaches the basics of how to ere.ate
and use DOS tree structured directories as an aid
to the organization of data and programs for a
hard disk system. Backing up and restoring files
are also explained. Held in room 7 Hamilton Smith.
Prerequisite: MS-DOS or equivalent experience.
Mon, April 17 and Wed, April 19, from 9-12noon.

You gotta get yogurt! (Ben Frazier photo)

Fro zen yogu rt is a
heal thy alte rnat ive

ADVANCED WORDPERF ECT-MACIN TOSH
(2 SESSIONS): This course introduces the skills
needed to create and use macros and to use the
graphics feature of WordPerfect. Prerequisite:
WordPerfect and Intermediate WordPerfect. Tues.,
Apr. 18, and Thur., Apr. 20, from 1-4 p.m.

than in the Midwest or the
South and would respond well
to frozen yogurt.
MacDonald said that Freshens Yogurt is a premium
yogurt and has a smoother taste
than most frozen yogurts and
has no aftertaste. Presently
Freshens only serves lowfat
yogurt but, according co MacDonald, they will start selling
nofat yogurt in the near future.
"We finally got it (nofat
yogurt) to a premium taste,"
said MacDonald. Nofat yogurt
contains no fat, no cholesterol
and fewer calories than even
lowfat frozen yogurt.
According to MacDonald,
Freshens came to the Fox Run
mall because the owners are
from New England and they
wanted to expand into the
Northeast where frozen yogurt
hasn't caught on as much as
other areas in the country. The
Fox Run mall was chosen because it •didn't present much
competition with ice cream.
The only other Freshens in
the East are in Cape Cod and
Portland, Maine.
Freshens, unlike Pistachio's,
sells only soft-serve yogurt and
offers six flavors that change
each day. Freshens also offers
a large vareity of toppings to
put on the yogurt including
M&M's, Oreo cookies and
cookie-cake toppings.
MacDonald said that, although people eat frozen yogurt
for it's nutritional value, many
get fattening toppings on their
yogurt.
"Lot's of people look at it that
they get fewer calories in the
yogurt and so they get toppings," MacDonald said. "We
have fruit in natural juices as
toppings too for those who are
concerned about the calories."
TJ's Frozen Yogurt sells both
soft-serve and hard-serve
yogurt. According to Angela
Marconi, a worker at TJ' s, softserve sells better than the hardserve.
TJ' s has four soft flavors and
twelve hard flavors and a variety
of toppings.
Marconi said most cus:_omers
think frozen yogurt is a relatively new idea and He happy
to have a substitute for ice
cream.
'Tve had people say they had
frozen yogurt) in California
(
it
yogurt
frozen
few
relatively
stores. She added that the North- and it's about time it got here,"

By Alex Berger

dBASE WORKSHOP : The workshop will be in
a two-part format, with presentation of a featured
topic and a Q & A session. The workshop is intended
for current users of dBASE. Bring questions and
dBASE problems. Friday, Apr. 21, 12noon-lp.m.

In case you haven't heard,
frozen yogurt has come co
Durham.
New Hampshire has finally
caught up with the rest of the
SAS/GRAPH (2 SESSIONS): Introduction to this
country and has begun to accept
MEETINGS
widely used graphics package. SAS/GRAPH
frozen yogurt as a healthy
produces quality graphics for business and research
DURHAM RED CROSS & STUDENT COMMITsubstitute for ice cream.
applications. Held in room 7, Hamilton Smith.
TEE MEETING: To plan upcoming blood drive.
The newest location to start
Prerequisite: SAS and knowledge of a VM editor.
Anyone interested is welcome. Tuesday, April 11,
selling frozen yogurt is our own
p.m.
1-3
from
19,
Apr.
Wed,
and
17
Apr.
Mon,
dealcer
Car
Foreign
12 Dover Road, Durham, next to
Pistachio's in the MUB.
in Gasoline Alley, 7 p.m.
According to Clare Tuomey,
a senior who works at Pistachi.o's, they have been selling four
flavors of the frozen delight for
about three weeks and was sold
o_u t for part of last week.
Tuomey said frozen yogurt
was brought to Pistachio's be•
cause a lot of students requested
it. Some, however, have been
suprised by the consistency of
the frozen yogurt according to
Tuomey.
"We sell hard-serve, not soft,"
Tuomey said, adding that most
people expect frozen yogurt to
be soft-serve. Soft-serve frozen
yogurt requires a special machine that Pistachio's doesn't
have.
The only difference between
hard-serve and soft-serve frozen ·
yogurt is the texture, and hardserve has slightly more calories.
According to Tuomey, frozen
yogurt has become popular
because people are becoming
more health conscious and it has
less fat and fewer calories than
ice cream. She added that it
tastes good too.
Frozen yogurt has come to
other areas of the seacoast as
well. Freshens Yogurt in the Fox
Run mall and TJ's Frozen
Yogurt in the Newington mall
both opened this winter.
Kim MacDonald, manager of
Freshens Yogurt, said they
opened in November and frozen
.
•
__,,,,,,.. .11!11!......-...~
•
yogurt immediately caught on.
•
~ll!l""ll!l!l!ll'-11,i,,;.2 E!""""••mm
:
"It's becoming more and
more popular" MacDonald said.
"People realize it has 80 percent
less fat than ice cream. Our
yogurt has half the calories."
Seacoast
• Spring Specials •
Freshens is based out of
Crisis Pregnancy Center
FREE &. CONFIO£N11AL
Atlanta, Georgia and mostly
• . Sculpture Nails
$4000 (nail tips & overlay
deals in the South. According
with Stephannie)
to a spokesperson for Freshens
~ Cue!
• prl!Ctical support
• Shampoo, Cut & Blow Dry $1200
in Atlanta, there are 130 Fre$3500
• Perms
stores in 27 states.
shens
H ~ 749-4441
$2500
• Colors
spokes person said they
The
90 Wahinaum Street
a month, no extra
$5()00
• Tan
Sum: 306 Bt 0ovu. NH
to expand to the
looking
are
•
cost
hidden
•
there are
where
Northeast
-

Hey.
The New Hampshire
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looki ng for an

Assistant Circu latio n
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Stop by MUB Rm. 151
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ern states eat more ice cream

Marconi said.
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SPECIAL UNIVERSITY PRICING!
GREAT PERFORMANCE
GREAT PRICE

(COMES WITH MICROSOFT WINDOWS 386
AND A LOGITECH MOUSE)

ZENITH INNOVATES A__ ~

-

WITH THE AMAZINGZ-386 ADVANCED PC
TO DOUBLE YOUR ACADEMIC PRODUCTIVITY WITH
MAXIMUM 386 ·POWER!
1w1rN data

systems

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Bryan Martineau
ZDS Student Representative
862-7048

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON e

.R

MS-Windows :J86 is a rf'!-listerrd trademark of Mirrosoft Corporation .

Prices subject to change without notice.
1,

American Express.VISA. MasterCard Credit Cards Accepted.
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Green thumbs set
sights on spring
By Dana Blake

Tbe breenbouse Open House teatured plants, plants, and, of course, plants. (Ben Frazier

Plants. Lots · of plants. Big
plan ts. Little plants. Little
plants with big leaves. Big
plants with little leaves. Plants
with no leaves, and some plants
were even for sale. Lots of
people.
This was the scene at the 1989
· Greenhouse Open House, Saturday April 8. The event was
held on the cement floors and
in the dim lighting of the
Greenhouse at Thompson
School.
"(People) need a shot of
spring," Owen Rogers, chairperson of the plant science
department, said, "It's the juices.
They're starting to think about
the outdoors."
Rogers said t~e various departments in Thompson school
all collaborated to put on all the
displays in one weekend in order
to attract a greater audience.
Rogers estimated the crowd
to be around "several thousand."
. Rogers spoke of the event's
importance in recruiting prospective students to UNH. On
Friday, about 400 -high school
and middle school students
visited
horticulture display.
______,_the
.

photo)

Displays built around the
outdoors theme included anything from how to grow soybeans, to low light plants, from
grafting fruit trees, ' to insect
pollination, from plant pathology, to a live display of Bluberus
gigan.teus, the most recently
developed member of the cockroach family.
There was even a "Companion Animal Info Center" offering advice on how to care for
domestic animals like dogs and
cats.
Open lectures gave free advice
to aspiring backyard farmers •
on extending the growing season, landscaping, planting and
pruning trees and srubs, growing oriental vegtables, maintaining a lawn and land conservation.
According to Pat Jenkins, a
Thompson School instructor in
horticulture, 90% of the planning and setting up for the event
was done by Thompson School
students with advice from the
faculty.
"It's an opportunity for students to deal with the public and
put on their own show," Jenkins
said.

We'd like to·be ... under the sea
By Michael Guilbault
Construct a two-person,
human-powered submarine.
Make it fast, build it from raw
materials, use an innovative
design, and win an international
race with it.
Even though it may sound like
a defense department contract
it's actually a challenging new
project which ten UNH students .and six faculty have undertaken to gain a greater
understanding of hydrodynamics, bring some esteem and
prestige to the school and maybe
have some fun along the way.
The project is part of a class,
Tech 697, also called Undergraduate Ocean Resear.ch Program. The project is intended
to be an annual one, according
to team leader Dan Connors, .
and the class can be involved
in it.
UNH undergraduates, graduates and faculty have almost
completed the construction of
a submersible vehicle to compete in the H.A. Perry Annual
International Submarine Race
to be held in West Palm Beach
Florida on June 23 to 25 this
year.
This is the first c;ompetition
of its kind.
Along with UNH, teams
from MIT, California State
University, the University of
California as well as other
universities will be involved in
the race. Corporations that been
invited to participate include
Lockheed Advanced Marine
Systems, Inner Space Corporation, and Subhuman Products.
"We are the underdogs," team
leader and UNH Junior Dan
Connors said, "but we have a
good vehicle."
· In a recent test of the submarine at the UNH pool the group
was amazed at how well their
' vehicle performed.
"We had a very successful
. test," Connors said~ 'a lot ~f ~h,.
)

.

--

systems we designed and built
were very good."
Connors feels that although
they are up against some very
capable opponents, UNH's
team is just as "in-the-running"
as any of the other universities
and corporations.
"We have just as good a
chance as anybody else," Connors said.
Everyone is starting from
scratch, so no one has any idea
how each vehicle is going to
work out. The first team to
complete and test their vehicle
will be the team with the
advantage Connors said.
According to Connors, professor Ralph Draper was the
first person to be contacted at
the university by the race sponsors. Draper, a Bet professor,
assigned some students to tqe
project to research the submarine theory and then contacted
the engineering department to
contract some students to build
it.
The Bet students built a test
frame to test things like oxygen
usage by the crew. Connors and
his crew used the test frame as
a basic design for a submersible
which would be able to peddle
underwater, he said.
"Last semester we finally
·came up with a vehicle that we
thought would be competitive,
and this semester we've been
building that vehicle," Connors
said.
Essentially, the submarine is
a two-person vehicle, one person in front navigating, and one
person in the rear peddling,
according to Connors. The vehicle will be made of wooden ribs,
with steel tubing as connective
material, and the crew will use
air-tanks for breathing, said
Connors, who said the submersible should travel at one to five
knots.
The sub is a "wet sub"·design,
which means it is not enclosed
'

in an air-tight hull. ·
Jeff McCalla, a graduate student, said, although there are
quite a few diverse o,rganizations involved in the race, they'll
probably all end up with equally
competitive designs.
"Everyone who is involved
has a pretty good idea of hydrodynamics, and knowing this will
probably lead them to the same
basic sort of design," McCall
said.
"I think it's going to come
down to the guy 10 the seat
peddling ... that's our motor!"
McCalla said.
Presently, the submarine resides in the high-bay area of the
ocean engineering building between Parsons and Kingsbury
halls. Connors said there are six
undergraduates working on the
project compared to other
schools having as many as 42
students.
"We may be understaffed but
we do alright" Connors said.
The sub is near completion,
Connors said, after "many,
many, many hours" of hard
work.
"We' re doing this as a team,
and the team I lead has got to
be one of the best around,
because every single one of them
has put so much effort into
finishing the vehicle and making it competitive for the race,"
Connors said.
The team has surmounted a
mountain of minor problems
to get this far, says Connors, but .
the biggest problem may have
nothing to do with hydrodynamics or engineering.
"We still need a lot more
money" Connors said. "The
school has been yery helpful in
sponsoring us for all the materials we needed to build the
submarine," said Connors, "but
they couldn't supply us with
money to transport the vehicle
and the crew down there (to
Florida)."

A sketch of Tech 697's spuds sub. (Emily Kelemen photo)
It is projected by the team that some preference."
the costs of transporting the
Whatever happens, McCalla
vehicle, the crew, the backup and Connors are convinced they
crew, the design team and the have a good chance of winning,
support team, could cost as and after last week's successful
contest of the propulsion system
much as $8,000.
''We are looking for corporate at the UNH pool, the team
sponsors," McCalla said.
spirit is high.
According to Connors, the
The June competition offers
team has unofficially dubbed the . a sizable sum to the w,inners of
vehicle SPUDS for "Self Pro- the three racing cat~gories. The
pelled Underwater Design Sub- grand prize is $5,000 and will
marine" in hopes of getting go to the team which develops
· Budweiser light as a sponsor. a sub with the best combination
McCalla however, says that this of speed and innovation, accordname is just a nick-name. ,
ing to Connors. Two other $500
"We are not committed to a prizes go to the winners of the
name until we have a major speed category and innovations
corporate sponsor who has category, respectively.
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NURSES ARE COMIN'
BACK
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U CAT'S CLOSET

TO

I

n
n

open: 7:30am-10:00pm Monday thru Friday
11:00am-10:00pm Saturday
Noon-10:00pm Sunday

U

nSpring Housecleaning Sale EXTENDED
Uby Popular Demand !!

In

U

~

·

Save a bundle on all sorts of UNH memorabilia!
Fraternity and Sorority Crest decals ... no more
dipping in hot water, just peel and apply ... now 25%

off!!

UNow is the time to pick up that UNH Sportswear

•

~.
n

that you've always wanted!
Save 10, 20, 30, up to 40% on your purchase!
Also, save 40% on UNH Message Boards!
Check out our selection and SA VE ! ! !

''

n
u
~
~

U50% Price Breakthrough!

I
I
I

All UNH souvenir mugs, UNH, Durham, and
Portsmouth postcards, and Decorator Ciftwrap is
priced to move at 50% OFF ... whi/e they last!

SAYE on Calvin and Hobbes!!
Save 20% now on all Calvin and Hobbes and

I
n
I

Far Side collections, including YUKON, HO!. .. the
brand new Calvin and Hobbes collection, and the
NEW collection of Gary Larson's Far Side cartoons,
e_ ntitiled Wildlife Preserves. Also, be sure to check
out our selection of Far Side greeting cards!

~n

Smartfood is BACK! -

In'

waited patiently .as the makers of Smartfood
switched distributors. The kinks seem to be ·
workd out of the system now, and Smartfood
is back in plentiful supply at the Cat's Closet

.

.

U The Cat's Closet thanks all of you who

U

n

U THE COFFEE OFFICE

I
I

DURHAM RED CROSS SPRING
DRIVE

~

.

.

Just buy a UNH souvenir mug from the Coffee Office...
Your first cup of coffee. is FREE and every time you
bring your mug back for a refill, you'li'
save 10¢ off the regular price of coffee. A
delicious way to help protect our environment.
Offer good now through June 30, 1989

n

UEvery day, a tempting assortment of

ON MONDAY .APRIL 17th
THROUGH FRIDAY APRIL 21st
12 NOON TO 5 PM
MUB

~

fr9sh baked muffins, delicious pasteries,
mouth watering T.J. Cinnamon's Original
rolls, pecan rolls and chocolate chip cookies.
Also, a variety of teas, cocoa, spiced cider,
.
Very Fine juices, and, of course,

I
In: ~~~~~5~~~
Iu

I
n
I
U

open: 7:30am-9:00pm Monday thru Friday
11 :00am-,:00pm Saturday
Noon-9:00pm Sunday

Join the Coffee Office Coffee Club!

-BLOOD

U

THE BEST CUP OF COFFEE IN DURHAM!!!

Monday thru Friday

Lowest prices on film and developing in town!
Remember, if your pictures aren't becoming to you,
you should be coming to us!

U

n
u
~
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I
u
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U
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Randoin

DURHAM COPY

Writings
"

ELECTRONICALLY TYPED
$18.50 INCLUDES

RESUMES

Two Slicksters

Typing
Selection of pa per
envelopes

..

PLUS

25 copies
25 envelopes
25 extra sheets of paper

~ mmk e A l ~ UJ-itk~ 1/()A/(/ ~ $ ~

BOB DURLING

open Monday-Friday

Jenkins Court, Durham, NH
A couple weeks ago I acquired a cat. A couple months
ago, my neighbor moved away.
The cat's name is Slickster. He's actually named after
my old neighbor, a man of astounding stupidity, who, for
example, once stared at an oxyacetylene torch for thirty
seconds without protective goggles because he was too
lazy to get them. The human was named after the wrestling
manager.
Slick is smarter than my neighbor was, which isn't saying
much, but he still is no dog. A big difference I've noticed
between cats and dogs is this; a dog will play with a toy,
and have fun, but in the back of his mind he always knows
it's a toy. A cat will play with a toy and think it's an actual
creature. Slick will stalk my running sneaker for a good
twenty seconds, crouched close to the ground, tail twitching.
Then he'll suddenly explode into action, and grab the laces
in his mouth. If I pick the shoe up and throw it across the
room, Slick will go sprinting after it, thinking that the shoe,
which had been laying dormant, has instantly become a
fast moving animal.
He doesn't understand the human element in toys, either.
We have a big old TV antenna, and I'll hold onto one end
of it and whip it around, and Slick will think that this metal
thing is actually alive ar{d moving jerkily. Then I'll throw
it, and he'll chase it, and then will be perplexed that this
shiny creature has abruptly ceased movement.
I think my old neighbor Slickster would be perplexed by
that too, actually. He once bought a sofa sectional and
stereo/TV set from Rent-A-Center, and was amazed at the
low monthly payments. It turns out that the payments were
low because they were weekly. He ended up getting all the
stuff repossessed.
,
Back to my cat. He, like every other cat, likes to rub against
every goddamn object in sight. Tables, legs, couches, whatver;
if he can reach it, he'll rub against it. Why do cats do that?
The dark side of me wants to coat the side of our armchair
with rubber cement, to cure him of that habit.
The human Slickster had some bad habits, too. After
he stared at the oxyacetylene torch for thirty ~econds, he
was blinded for a day or so. When he went to the doctor
to get treatment, the doctor tried to pry Slick's eyes open,
so he could examine them. This hurt Slick. So he punched
the doctor.
The feline Slickster is calmer, and doesn't get angry at
much. Hopefully, he'll remain in our apartment building
longer than the evicted human Slickster.
Bob Durling will soon be the big kahuna at The New
Hampshire.

8:30am-5:30pm

868-'1031

E
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DON'T WAIT FOR

BUSH OR EXXON!
You can assist with the Wildlife Rescue and Recovery in Prince William Sound, Alaska. Common dish detergents
are the most effective agents for cleaning oil covered se~birds, sea otters, and other marine animals.Just a $5.00
donation will purchase several bottles of these detergents.
Please send a donation today to the recovery effort.

-

Make checks payable to:
Sierra Club-Alaska Office (earmarked "oil spill")
and mail to :
Sierra Club
241 East 5th Avenue Ste. 205
Anchorage Alaska 99501

Non-WSBE students
interested in taking

HOTEL 403
in the Fall,, should come to the

WSBE Advising Center
SCREENPRINTING

RIEFER'S .
SPORTSWEAR
Fralemlltff - Sororities

T -SHIRTS - SPORTSWEAR
FLEECEWEAR - BOXERS
CUSTOM WORKS - WHOLESALE

Student Organlzallon1

CALL TODAY : 1-I00-27'-3337

181 PORTLAND AVE.
DOVER, N.H. 03120

(I03) 743-4783

(McConnell Hall,, rm 120)
immediately fa( permission.
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~sAFERIDES~
Volunt eers needed to work
one night this semester

*FRE E PIZZA, SODA and

MOVIE RENTAL when you work!

·* APPLICATIONS

can be

picked up
in ROOM 203 in the
HEALTH FACILITIES BUILDING

I Applications available in room I SAFE RIDES runs every FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
I
-)e
I 151, MUB.
from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
I Deadl ine for applic ations is I
and can be reached at 862-1414
I
I .April 21st...Do it today!!

~---------------------

The 3rd ANNUAL AX A
"S ~~ S~ "
5k ROAD RACE

APRIL 22 at .10:00 AM

SPONS ORED BY: Copenh agen & Scorpio 's Provisio ns
START AND FINISH AT AXA 10 MADBU RY RD.
PRIZES: for top 3 finishers in each division
$3.00 ENTRY FEE

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT: SPECIAL OLYMPICS
ENTRY FORMS AFAILABLE AT: AXA, SCORPIO'S, AND RACE DAY
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM:
IN CONSIDERAT ION OF THIS ENTRY BEING ACCEPTED, I HEREBY, FOR MYSELF, HEIRS, EXECUTORS,
ADMINIST ATORS, WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL RIGHTS AND CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES I HAVE AGAINST
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, COPENHAGEN , AND/OR SCORPIOS, THEIR AGENTS, REPRESENTATIVES, SUCCESSORS,
FOR ALL INJURIES SUFFERED BY ME AT SAID EVENT OR WHILE TRAVELLING OR RETURNING THERE

FEMALE
MALE
FROM
OPEN
OPEN
__
STATE_
_
_
. HONE _ _ _
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _P
,
under)
and
(35
SIGNATURE________
ADDRESS
MASTERS
- - - - - - - - - MAST~RS
AGE
CITY

.;1
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i~~~~ ~Ther e is a CLOTHI NG DRIVE this ~,eek.
Submit clothing in Residence Halls by Saturday,
April 15. Commute rs or any other question s
can contact Alex WeilJ
~ E A T I N G DISORD ERS WEEK April 2 4 - 2 8 - - - - A n y o n e interested in working on the HEALTH
FAIR in the Fall, contact Liz Delucia or Steve
Roderick at the Student Senate Office, 8621494.=~~~~~~~===~~~~~~~~

.
There are over $2,000 in Prizes and
Awards. Commuters are urged to form small
gro ups an d "att ac k" an are a .~~~~~~~~~~~1
~~~~~~It's FRESH START ti"me againn Sign up to
help a first-yea r student in the Fall in your
Resl.dence Hall ' House ' and the MUB-. - - - - - - - - - - - ~ P R I D E DAY is April 2·5

~~~~~~~~

today and tomorr ow for

STUDENT BODY PBE-SIDENT & VICE- PRESIDENT
· 11-6
LIBRARY
11-6
MUB
11-5
KINGSBURY
11-6
STILLINGS
McCONNELL 11-5 ·
UPPER HUDDLESTON 11-6
l~--------~PHILBROOK--- - - - - -11 -6- - .-:. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---.
Informat ion in regards to the
REFERENDUM QUESTIO N on the Ballot
$8.50 of the Student Activity Fee that each
. student. pays goes to the funding of the
COAST and Shuttle buses. Student Senate
would like to know if YOU believe we
should continue to fund this. We Want
YOUR OPINION . Please rememb er this
is NOT BINDING . We are keeping all
students' BEST INTERESTS in mind.
~

·~~~~~~

~~~

_, /

I
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------.--DEBATE------control the population.
"They (the Soviets) have a
very sound security base there,"
said James.
James claimed that Sovietcontrolled third world countries
do not allow any other ways of
life besides their own to be
expressed. This is covered, he
said, in countries like Nicaragua
where people are bullied into
voting for their parties by bosses
who have control over their
limited food supply. Thus they
are able to repress the people
and still make the ruling party
look popular to the rest of the
country.
"While we' re here in America
freely debating," said James,
"and Mr. Agee has brought his
books which are attacking the
CIA, try to imagine this happenning in Nicaragua or Cuba?"
Agee strongly denied the
charges that the Nicaraguan
government used such measures
to control the voters. He said
that the CIA backed governments are infinitely more repressive than Nicarague and
Cuba, responsible for wars that
have left 30,000 dead and 50,000

(continued from page l)
wounded. He said those who
have different views simply
"disappear" in countries like
-the U.S. backed El Salvador.
Political prisoners do not simply
"disappear" in countries like
Nicaragua, said Agee.
James admitted the rightwing death squads are problems
that need to be quelled in El
Salvador. But, he promised to
show documented proof at a
later date that hundreds of
political prisoners have "disappeare1d" from Nicaragua.
Despite rather large differences in opinion, the two speakers did have a few points in
common. Both have been punished for books they have written which criticized the CIA.
The difference in their dissent, James claimed, was that
his did not endanger the world
position of the United States
by revealing highly sensitive,
classified information. Agee's
was highly detrimental, he
argued.
"Frankly," said James, 'Tm
surprised that my opponent to
my right has not been charged
with espionage by Uncle Sam."
C

l[
YIRTFlomBollorl

Lonon
d
Paris
Athens
Caracas
Tokyo
Cairo
Madrid

$200
234
285
185
340
309
245

>C

>C
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Both are also tn favor of an
intelligence agency. James said
this was neccessary to keep the
country aware of secret events
in the world. A good intelligence
service will protect the country
from being surprised and falling
like the Japanese did when the
U.S. used the atomic bomb.
"Therefore you don't have to
put your country in the position
of finding out like the Japanese
did, and its too late," saidJames.
"Then you hand the keys to our
country to a Marxist-Leninist
regime."
Agee argued that the U.S.
needs a good intelligence network to gather, analize and
process data to protect national
securities. He said they did not
need a CIA which acted like
"murder incorporated," intervening so heavily in other
countries affairs that they "write
the other countries' history."
"We need an intelligence
service that keeps the peace,"
said Agee, "rather than what .
one which is used by the president to wage war on defenseless
peasants."

ac

ac

••
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THE DEPARTMENT OF SPANISH AND

lctAss1csj

1989 SUMMER SESSION SPANISH COURSES
Spanish 401 -01 (Elementary Spanish):
May 22-.June 23, M-F, 8-11 a.m.
Spanish 401 -02 (Elementary Spanish):
May 22-23, M-F, 8-11 a.m.
Spanish 402-01 (Elementary Spanish):
June 26-.July 28, M-F, 8-11 a.m.
Spanish 501 -01 (Revievv of Spanish):
May 22-.June 23, M-R, 8-1 0 a.m.

1989-90 FALL SEMESTER PORTUGUESE

lcouRs~
Portuguese 401 -01 (Elementary Por- .
tuguese):
MW 1 2:1 0-1 :00; TR 11 :1 0-1 2:30.
For more information, contact Frances
Grady, 862-31 21, 1\/lurkland 209.
Register for summer courses in person
by May 19, DCE, Verrette House, 6
Garrison Ave.

--"]
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"I wasn't rubbing
it in-I just wanted
Eddie to know

the score of
last nights game."

I]
]
]

Some restrictions apply. Taxes not
included. Eurallpasses issued on the spot!
FREE Student Travel Catalog

Counci

t

Boylston St. #201
Boston, MA 02116
617-266-1926

*J

1384 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
.
617-497-1497

M.I.T Student Ctr. W20-024 84 Mass. Ave
Cambridge, MA 02139 617-225-2555

WHY SHOULD YOU
_JOIN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE?
l.Popcorn,pocorn,popcorn!
2. It's a hipper place to
hang around than the
Mub Pub. Do they have
satin pillow cases? I don't
think so.

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with A18if Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight:
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone~
If youtl like to know more about
A18if products and services, like
International Calling and the A18if
Card, call us at 1 800 222-0300.

I

3. You can't beat the
dental plan.
4. Because some people
can smell colors.
5. We've been doing nuclear fusion in our darkroom for years.

]
]

AT&T

The right choice.

, The Few. The Loud.
The New Hampshire.
C

re

re
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Attend the

MANAGEMENT SKILLS
SEMIN,AR
FOR STU.DENT LEADE·RS

APRIL 24-28

9AM-5PM

RECEPTION &.
PRESENTATION
OFAWARDS:
MONDAY

I

April 17-20

APRIL24

5-7PM

111111:

i

ANNUAL I1Ii
I JURIED
II/II/STUDENT
I ASSOCIATION SHOW

THE

• Running Successful Meetings
• Building an Effective O~ganization
• Fund Raising Fundamentals
• Working with the UNH System
• Panel Discussion with Campus
Student Leaders
■ More!

i

II

GRANITE STATE ROOM
MEJV\ORIAL UNION BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM

1:1111

£LIGIBILl1Y &. FE.ES
All UNH students are eligible
to submit up to 3 entries. 'v\brk
in any media will be accepted.
A non-refundable entry fee of
$3. per person is payable
upon delivery of work.

Stop in 126, MUB by April 14th
for an application
Sponsored by Student Affairs

AWARDS
Seven awards will be
presented at the reception
including "Best of Show" and
awards for 2 dimensional, 3
dimensional and mixed·media.

CJWll dfiwal fCj/~

NOT ENOUGH OF
THfS
tN YOUR

WIN

ALARGE PIZZA AT
DURHAM HOUSE

LtfE!!

II

I
I

Answer the following questions

,

,E/1.~ 50 milli(ifl/ IJRa!UY rup;
scie,nti,si,s; &he,()~. i A ~

awar f,w,ni wlwI

spliJ1

{ulw/(,

eo,ni,i.ne,f'U/?

I

CALL COOL-Af1)
~~~

~62-22q3

Rules: This drawing is opened to the UNH community.
Answers will appear in next week's The New Hampshire.
The drawing will be from a pool of all correct entries. Limit
•one entry per person. Please send a card with all three answers,
your name, address, and phone number to:
FAR AW A Y drawing, Stillings Box # 1184, Campus Mail ·

111111
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APRIL 18, 19 & 20

UNH BOOKSTORE
◄•

TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY, AND VALUES MINOR
COURSES OFFERED FALL1989
Cmn 455

Sect. 0 I

TTH

3A0-5:00

Parsons L101

Beverly James

EC 501

Sect. 01

w

9:10-11:00

James 211

John Carroll
and Robert Croker

EC 635

Sect. 01

TTH

11:10-12:30

James 303

Robert Croker

Nurs 670

Sect. 0 l

TTH

4:00-7:00

Murk 207

Juiliette Petillo

Phil 424

Sect. 01
Sect. 02

MWF
MWF

9:00-10:00
2:00-3:00

HS 42
HS 18

Robert Scharff
Robert Scharff

Phil 447

Sect.
Sect.
Sect.
Sect.

0I
02
03
04

MWF
MWF
MWF
MWF

9:00-10:00
9:00-10:00
I 0:00-11:00
I 0:00-11 :00

HS
HS
HS
HS

Tech 583

Sect. 01

MWThF

I: I 0-2:00

Kingsbury 251

Alden Winn

Hmp 401H
Hmp 401

Sect. 01
Sect. 03
Sect. 05

MWF

10: 10-11 :00

T

6: l 0-9:00

TTH

I I : I0-12: 30

HS 41
HS 216
HS 216

staff
Eileen O'Neil
Lee Seidel

Willem de Vries
Drew Christie
Willem de Vries
Drew Christie

129
129
129
129

Course descriptions and Information on the Technology, Society,
and Values minor are available at TSV Coordinator's office
Val Dusek coordinator
Questions call co-ordinator Bill de Vries ext. 3074/1040
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Editorial
Desmarais/Ste rndale: a solid bet
Money. Money. Money. Everyone seems
to be pulling out hairs because of this ever
so important entity and the future student
body president and vice president will not
be exceptions.
Mike Desmarais and Chris Sterndale
realize this. Their goals are realistic ones.
With · the recent budget cuts and the
condition of UNH being one of extreme
uncertainty, the best choice for the student
body is the ticket of Desmarais/Sterndale.
From academic programs to the dilemma
concerning the MUB basement space,
Desmarais and Sterndale have refused to
offer any guarantees. They understand the
current financial problem of the university,
and refuse to make any empty promises
only to win the election.
The ever important balance between
greeks and non-greeks is present in their
ticket. As president of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and the developer of a greek intern position,
Desmarais has already made it clear that
he is dedicated to greek concerns. But they
are not looking to alienate, and Sterndale's
presence ensures that there will be the
necessary balance.
·
As a member of the Student Senate
Executive Committee, Desmarais has dealt
successfully with the senate and has a vast
understanding of their operations. He has
connected by developing new positions for
FreshStart, T ASk, and ACCESS.
Dealing with administrators is not
foreign to Sterndale. As business manager
of the Student Activity Fee Organization,
he has worked effectively with these

"supposed" outsiders as well as other
student leaders. H~ has proven again and
again that he is a leader whose opinions
and suggestions have been respected, even
at the concession of his rivals.
No one will be given the chance to walk
over this ticket.
With Dewey Lachance and Ellen Hanson,
we are not so sure. Lachance's rµost ·
redeeming quality appears to be his sense
of humor. He has done little to show that
the position of student body president is
one he will take seriously. At the debate,
Hanson presented the platform, and
handled almost all the questions. Lachance's
remarks made us laugh, but as a student
body we deserve more than a comedian.
Lachance's position in the NH House
of Representatives is indeed impressive.
But, as he himself stated, he represents
his constituents in Barrington, not Durham.
The possible conflict here is an issue we
can not overlook.
Hanson has very little experience, to a
point that can be down right frightening.
She has had some experience in hall
government, but as anyone can tell you the
Student Senate is an entirely different
ballgame. Her · 3.3 grade point average is
nice, and her answers were always pleasant,
but there is little indication that she is ready
to take on the role of vice president.
Candidates George Yfantopulos and Kelly
Jenkins appear to have bitten off more than
they could possibly chew, and if elected,
we fear they may just choke.
Visiting one dorm each week, holding

weekly senate and executive meetings,
putting in office hours, serving as president
of Sigma Nu, vice president and pledge
trainer of Delta Zeta. and still being fulltime students and finding time to s·tudy,
well, to be honest, we certainly can't imagine
this working.
Increased lighting by the undergraduate
apartments, the commuter transfer center
moved to the MUB basement, a student
activities hot lines--all on the surface appear
great, but we are looking to dig a little
deeper. At a t.i me of great financial crisis,
Yfantopulos and Jenkins' ideas seem a bit
too dreamy.
Their ideas are fresh, and Jenkins is
always friendly, but unfortunately they seem
to be taking us toward a huge plunge into
an ocean that will drown us.
For the health of the student body and
these two human beings, it 'would be best
to check the Desmarais and Sterndale box.
Desmarais and Sterndale have looked
to their senators for a greater understanding
of the problems· that face students. Once
again these pragmatic candidates realize
that it is their senators who must visit the
dorms so that Desmarais and Sterndale
can ensure their efforts will be directed
down the right path.
Demarais and Sterndale are looking to
revitalize the student senate through solid
managment skills which both have proven
in their past positions. It is this solid
foundation and their feasible goals which
will sell the platform. And every student
should buy it.

Susan Flynn, News Editor
The above endorsement represents the opinion of The New Hampshire's editorial board.

The New Hampshire
JOANNE MARINO, Editor-in-Chief

Hugs
To the Editor:
Whilst reading The New Hampster last Friday, which rendered me
much delight, an advertisement on
page three caught my fancy. I was
quick to learn that by giving my tires
"a big hug" or "a tender caress"
I could help make the world "a
better place." Well, I've been
hugging my tires for the past three
days and nothing has changed. Was
this another fake ad, or can I simply
not see the improvements from
where I kneel in the parking lot?
Tired of tricks,
Alexander Boros
Liberal Arts

Candidates I
To the Editor:
A response to a letter on April
4,1989 by Andrew Gamble:
I have a few observations and
some comments to make about Mr.
Gamble's letter which ended in an
endorsement of Mike Desmarais
and Chris Sterndale for Student
Body President and Vice-President.
The first is his ignorance about
my experience. In the fi~st part of

his letter, he mentions how Ellen
and myself cannot possibly lead an
organization we know nothing
about. Shame on you, Mr. Gamble!
Had he done the proper research
or asked me (I can be reached at
868-9609), he would know that I
served on both the Student Senate
and the Academic Senate. Further
inquiry would show that I served
on the Exec. Boards of two Student
Body Presidents and played a key
role in re-codifying the Student
Senate Constitution with then
Student Body President John Davis
in 1984-85. Much more would have
been revealed to him so that he
could have written an intelligent
letter instead of the drivel submitted
on Tuesday.
He showed further that he's
either very naive or out in the
opposite field that he suggested
George Yfantopolus was in when
he suggested I believe the NH
House to be like the Student Senate.
Nothing could be further from the
truth. If Mr. Gamble is a poli-sci
major he should change to Dream
A·_1alysis.
The only good observation Mr.
Gamble made was that Chris Sterndale, not Mike Desmaris, should
head that ticket. A brief flash of
light shone in his dim intellectual

diatribe. Mr. Sterndale is the better
of those two and students should
reject Mike Desmarais at the polls
on Tuesday and Wednesday.
As far as what Ellen and I want
to accomplish, there are many
things but we wish to take our
direction from the student body.
We are the students first- candidates
second ticket. The one thing that
bonds us all together is that we all
have a complaint with this university. Whether it be showers that
are too hot, over-crowded classes,
scheduling problems, financial aid
difficulties, too strict social policies,
or confusion about where to and
not to park, we are all bonded
together by this common thread.
Ellen and I will be student advocates
in all areas that concern students.
Our voices will be heard. As a state
representative, the university has
a vested interest in what I have to
say. My words will not fall on deaf
ears.
When you vote on Tuesday and
Wednesday, ask yourself what is
most likely able to resolve your
problems as individuals. The
answer is Dewey Lachance and
Ellen Hanson.
Respectfully,
Rep. Dewey Lachance
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Hones ty: Looki ng within
your own soul
By Robert S. Johnstone
After reading several articles and letters to the
EJicor in the lase issue ofThe New Hampshire(April
4, 1989 ), I am moved to make a few observations
on what I've read, because these letters really have
hit home with what I've recencly been through
myself.
It's been a while sinc;e I've been around the UNH
environment (5 years to be exact). From what I've
just read, it's quite apparent that many things have
not changed. That's too bad. However, one thing
chat has changed since my UNH days, is my
perspective on life.
Now I don't profess to know everything about
the things that combine co form wi1at is commonly
referred to as the human psyche ( after all, I was
a business major, not a psychology grad). Bue I have
learned quite a bit about how my fellow man thinks
and wants co be treated, through my experiences
of LIFE since graduating from the university in
198/i-. Some of what I've learned has been very
uplifting and encouraging; most of it has not,
however. Because you see, I've learned more about
the "real" world and how it ACTUALLY operates,
in five years than any undergraduate, post-graduate,
or PhD program could teach anyone in 10 years!!!
How did I come to acquire this "stupendous"
knowledge chat none of my courses in school taught
me? By making some tough decisions/choices and
listening co what was going on around me. And
when I say listen, I MEAN LISTEN!!! Mose people
in this world don't actually listen co what is being
said, they only HEAR. You know what I mean; we're
all guilty of ic, as am I myself at times. We have
conversations but choose co only HEAR what makes
us feel good or safe as it relates to our own situation.
We don't want to stop and think of how our decisions
and _actions are going co affect other people. Yet
we make most of our decisions based on the premise
that society hµs literally forced upon us from day
one by our educational system and what traditional
parenting has come to mean in chis great country

of ours: "What response can I give to chis question
or problem that will put ME in the most favorable
lighr among my "friends" and family, and to society
as a whole?"
Do most of us really look within OURSELVES
and think. uf how our actions will affect not only
those arouiid us (family/ friends) but our people
as ..i whole as well? I think not.
It's not easy to live in a world where we're taught
that we should all want to be # I and be the best
that we possibly cm, drive the nicest car, wear the
best clothes, have the luxury condo, and join the
best health club in town (so we can naturally have
the best body in town as well); AND yet still make
choices that don't hurt others along the way.
There's nothing wrong with going for what you
want life at full-speed ahead and being the best
at whatever it is you hope co accomplish; please
don't get me wrong on that point. (I myself hope
co give Mr. Trump a run for his money someday,
as the saying goes!)
Bue accomplishing your dreams and desires is
difficult, because it means CHALLENGING yourself
everyday to be honest and forthright with everyone
you deal with, and making decisions that WILL
"rock the boar" within your circle of friends and
family; but be prepared, because your soul-searching
may cause you to lose a few so-called "friends" and
the respect of some of your family along the way. •
I know, I have; but there's one thing I've never
lost on my "road less traveled", and that is my own
SELF-RESPECT AND DIGNITY!!!
Whatever path you choose for yourself, take into
thoughtful consideration the words of a wellrespected American:
"All of us are born for a reason, but all of us don't
discover WHY. Success in life has nothing co do
with what you gain in life or accomplish for yourself.
It's what you do for OTHERS." -Danny Thomas

Robert S. Johnstone is a graduate of UNH.

Empt y prom ises
By John Hirtle
So, it's time for Student Body President Elections
again, with all of the glamour and foolishness it
entails. And once again, chat magic word is on
everyone's lips; student apathy.
Student apathy is here. It's been here since before
I was here, and it will continue co remain after I
leave here, and the SBP candidates will continue
to claim that they will do something to rectify the
problem if they are elected. Of course, they will
never get around to it, or if they do, they will be
dismissed as hyperactive twits by the majority of
the student body, who probably didn't bother co
vote, and probably won't bother to read this column
anyway. Just what causes this apathy that every
SBP wanna-be wants co fight?
Could it be caused by the University administration
that has little or no common sense, as President
Haaland graphically illustrated by his selection
of dormitory sites? Could it be because the State
of New Hampshire is too stingy co invest in its
future by supporting its educational system? Could
it be chat students are getting sick and tired of all
the world's problems, chat could be avoided, such
as the oil spill caused by the Exxon Valdez? Or is
the yardstick that is being used co measure student
apathy out of date?
Many of us want co experience the same things
our parents did in or out of college, during the 1960's.
Massive protests, working together for a better
world, having loads of fun, and getting away with
all sorts of stuff. A return co simpler days when
cares were few, good anci evil were more clearly

defined, and a real sense of unity was present.
Unfortunately, those days are gone, and massive
protests are few and far between here at UNH.
Mose of the apathy-ridden students don't have rime
to bother with saving the world, because they have
coo many ocher things to worry about or do around
UNH. Paying for college, and still being able co
eat. Being part of small, closed groups. Making
the team. Fulfilling General Education requirements
while still passing your major. Watching television.
The list could go on for the rest of this page. Today's
students at UNH have more things to worry about
than the students of the 1960's, and they don't have
the time to bother with an inflexible administration
that is equally apathetic cowards the concerns of
the student body.
So here we are with all the SBP wanna-be
candidates claiming that they can rid UNH of student
apathy, and return student unity to the levels seen
in the 1960's, if not higher. Personally I don't think
it can be done, not by the current SBP wanna-be
candidates, and probably never, while Gordon
Haaland, or any ocher President of the University
of New Hampshire blatantly ignores the student
body's opinions. Student apathy will only end when
the student body as a whole decides to stop it, not
when some Student Body President stands up and
cells chem co become active in the affairs of the
University.

John Hirtle is a sophomore in the School for Liberal Arts and a cartoonist for The New Hampshire.

Puttin g on
blue jeans
By Brent Bell
Putting on my blue jeans, something I really don't
chink much about, I mean I like wearing them, in
fact I love wearing them, but I can never remember
actually feeling grateful for the opportunity to adorn
myself in denim. The right to wear blue jeans seems
basic.
Having civil rights, something I really don't think
much about. I like them, and even more so I love
them, but I rarely think graciously about them from
day to day. In fact they seem quite basic.
So what do civil rights and blue jeans have in
common? Blue Jeans Day. Blue Je_a ns Day is an
analogy. It is a day people are asked to consciously
put on their blue jeans as a symbol of support for
homo::.exual rights. The analogy being that some
people are denied some rights that many of us take
for granted, some as simple as putting on blue jeans.
It is one day at UNH when people are asked to make
a stand on chis issue. It is also a day for people to
struggle with their prejudices, a day to be educated,
and a time to be sensitive co the fear and hatred
that over 1,000 UNH students feel everyday.
Wearing blue jeans sends a message that you support
the civil rights of gays, lesbians, and pisexuals.
·
The rights of gays, lesbians, and bisexuals are
denied both explicitly in the law and by ommission.
People who are born homosexual can legally be
fired from their jobs, be denied access co their
children (in cases of divorce in NH) including
visiting rights, can be denied housing, and privacy
in their homes, all based solely on their sexual
orientation. These are just some of the rights that
people cake for granted, and that are denied to 24
million gay, lesbian, and bisexual people in our
country. This type of discrimination is based upon
ignorance of an often ignored topic. I urge you for
at lease one day not to ignore it.
For many people the topic of homosexuality is
an uncomfortable one because when people talk
about homosexuality they focus on the sexual
behaviors and not on the people. If you focused
on the sexual behaviors of heterosexual people
would you also feel uncomfortable? Take your
parents for instance. It feels uncomfortable talking
about their sexual relationship, but you also know
that sex is only a small part of who they are as people.
Because you might feel nauseated by the thought
of your parents engaging in oral sex, doesn't mean
they are disgusting. It only represents the need
to discriminate between what people do in privacy
and who people really are.
Our society teaches us that homosexuality is
wrong. We are taught to both hate and fear it. We
grow up hearing about homosexuality, but may
never confront the issue until college or much later
even though 10% of our population is gay. Just
think that as you walk across campus every time
you pass ten people you have probably passed at
lease one gay person. Many of us never know this .
because so few people are able to comfortably
announce their sexual orientation. Why? Because
the consequences of bearing this label can be severe.
Noc just with reference to civil rights, but co the
social prejudices. In the United 'States is has been
reported that one gay man is murdered, and one
lesbian is raped because of their sexual orientation
every single week. Even here at UNH people have
reported that they specifically have not worn blue
jeans on a past Blue Jeans Day because of the fear
of harrassement that homosexuals live with
everyday, even in environments of higher education,
places that tend co be more accepting of diversity.
With chis campus' focus on diversity I hope people
can begin to support the diversity chat already exists.
On April 18, this year's Blue Jeans Day, students,
staff, and faculty are all asked to participate 'in this
event. It is a day meant for education and awareness.
It does not mean you have co wear blue jeans co
participate. It just means you have to think.

Brent Bell is an assistant hall director in Christensen hall.
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My personal crusade
O.K., that's it, I just can't cake it anymore! Just
the other day I was watching the "Donahue" show
and it happened. I don't remember what the subject
was on the show, but that is not important. What
is important is what was said by a member of the
studio audience. A young man, who I would guess
to be about 18 or 19 years old, was asked by Phil
to comment on the subject. He only spoke
approximately one dozen words, but those words
spoken, half of them were the word that makes
me want to pull my hair out of my head. "What
is that word?" you ask. It is the words "like". Our
young man in Phil's audience said something to
chis effect: "It doesn't like really like bother me
like at all. I like am like real like happy."
I shouldn't let things like this bother me so much
but lately it just seems to be the way everyone is
talking. For example, at my job one day, a young
woman came in to ask a few questions about the
equipment we were using. She was an attractive
young woman who looked reasonably smart. That
is, until she started talking. "My boss needs to like
have these tags like on all the equipment. Where
is like this one? I need to like put one of these like
tags on it for like identification purposes." When
it was explained to her that my boss had that
particular piece of equipment at home, her reponse
was, ....Well, if he could like call my boss they could
like discuss how he could like get the tag." Take

out all of the "likes" in the conversation and it's
concise and understandable.
Just last night I switched MTV on and I caught
part of, the news segment. What I heard sent me
into a momentary loss of reasoning. I started to
scream as I heard Kure Loder explain that a San
Diego professor believes the word "like" is being
accepted into the way Americans speak today. "That
is the end of any possible chance of finally getting
rid of -that- word now," I thought to myself.
"They said it on MTV! Anyone who fits into the
prepubescent to late 20's category will continue
to use it and if they didn't use it before they'll start
to use it now. It's hopeless!"
Curled up in the corner of my living room, I felt
resigned to the face that I could not fight this battle
alone anymore. Even I occasionally use' "like" in
my everyday conversations and I have made a solemn
resloution to myself to omit that dreaded word from
my vocabulary. But why should I if everyone else
continues to use it?
This doesn't have to be a one person crusade
against the unbelievably overused and overrated
word "like". In order to be better respected by our
parents, friends, professors, and society, the way
we speak is very important. You think I'm really
getting carried away don't you? Just imagine this:
you are dressed very professionally for an interview

By Marian Krueger
for a job chat you want desperately. Your resume
is perfect and your references practically guarantee
you the job. You walk into your prospective
employer's office, shake his/her hand and are asked
to sit down. You feel confident enough to start the
interview and begin by saying, "I would like a job
like with your company because I feel I am like
qualified and I would be like an asset to like your
reputable company." STRIKE l! Good luck with
the rest of your interview. It is going to be very
hard to cake you seriously after your brilliant opening
statement.
Don't put yourself in that position, PLEASE!
For one day this week pay attention to how many
times you say "like" in your everyday conversations.
Then try to edit your speech by omitting "like".
You'll find that you are actually thinking about
what you are going to say before you say it. When
was the last time you remember doing that? You
might even enjoy talking without using "like" and
you might eventually drop it permanently from
your vocabulary. I can only wish that you will, for
one day; chat is all I ask. Let's try to put an end
to this word "like" and gee back to the way we used
to talk B.L. (Before Like). How exactly did we used
to talk way back then? I don't remember .. .it' s been
such a long time.

Marian Krueger is a sophomore.

Pride
By Bill Ponders
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Webster defines pride in several ways. I have
my favorites. They are: the state .of being proud,
the qualities of self-esteem, conceit, and self-respect.
Being proud is showing our campus to friends from
out-of-state.
A few years ago, friends of mine from Washington,
D.C., spent several days with us. They, having never
seen this part of New England, were looking forward
with enthusiasm to doing so. With numerous
historical towns and sites within 30 miles of my
home, my first stop was the University ot New
_
Hampshire.
We spent the· better part of the afternoon riding
and walking around campus. We purchased a cool
beverage at the MUB, strolled through the Ravine,
paused at the now famous "Bee Tree", admired
Thompson Hall, sat in the cool grass near Murkland
and watched passers-by. For several minutes no
one spoke.
Finally, my friend David broke the silence
commenting that he had been comparing the natural
beauty of UNH to the infamous Washington Mall,
and without a doubt this was the place to spend
a very relaxing afternoon. Having my ego fed by
this remark, we loaded up and took off to outlying
properties.
The Horticultural Farm was on the agenda. This
picture book farm, David thought, was the icing
on the cake. And I must admit that the neatly kept
orchards and vegetable fields are impressive.
We capped off this tour with a lunch at the New
England Center. This facility and food drew more
praise from my friend, and no doubt, concei_t must
have shown on my face / For I am a part of. this
campus.
So you see, to me pride is being a part of what
goes on here at UNH. Self-esteem is being satisfied
with myself and the job I am doing. Conceit is just
plain bragging about our campus. Self-respect is
not damaging our environment, encouraging others
not to do so, and doing what is necessary to help
improve on what we have already. I plan to do just
that for Pride Day on Wednesday, April 26. I hope
everyone on campus will join me.
A TIME FOR ALL OF US TO "PITCH IN FOR
PRIDE!"

PRIDE DAY, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 26, 1989
Bill Ponders is involved in the Facilities Services.
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Arts & Entertainment
Savoy Truffle in Benefit Concert
By Tiffany Lewis
If you' re the kind of person
who longs to slap a Grateful
Dead album on your stereo, then
you would have loved to have
been in the Strafford Room
Tuesday night when the Progressive Student Network presented a show featuring the
Swamp Cats and local favorites,
Savoy Truffle.
The show was arranged as a
benefit to sponsor a trip to
Nicaragua for Flo Reed, a Committee On Central America
member. Reed is planning on
spending time in Nicaragua
building houses or doing environmental work on acount of the
ravaging effects of Hurricane
Gilbert in that country.
Jusf about one hundred people were on hand to reel and
sway to the down-home rythym
and blues emissions of Savoy
Truffle. The band, featuring
Dave Gerard on vocals and
guitar, Ned Chase on guitar,
Dave Bailey on bass, Brian
Dionne on drums, and Pete
Kowalski on percussion, played
the tunes that their diehard fans
like best and did covers of
Areetha Franklin's "Respect,"
and a fast, funky cover of Sly
and the Family Stones' "Papa
Was a Rolling Stone."
The Swamp Cats, the opening
band, opened their set with a
cover of The Grateful Dead's
"Touch of Grey." This five peice
outfit consists of Chet Keefe on
vocals and lead guitar, Norman
Bradford on bass, Will Vaughn

on ke_y:boards, and Patrick
McNeil on drums. Special guest,
Henry Stout, joined the band
on perscussion.
During the performance,
which was their first, the
Swamp Cats played a fiftiesstyle song, songs with a countrywestern feel to them, originals,
and covers of Grateful Dead
tunes.
The sneakers and Timberlane
boots were tapping, and the
batik skirts were swaying during
the set, but one audience
member said that the band
wasn't bouncy enough and were
hard to dance to. She anxiously
awaited the arrival of Savoy
Truffle.
The type of music played at
the show was not my kind of
music at all. I found the songs
to be either too plodding or too
close to country music for my
tastes. The Swamp Cats' keyboards often sounded like an old
organ played o_n a local talent
show like Community Auditions. Savoy Truffle got things
moving much more, and were
more bearable. The type of
music played by these bands
would not exactly be my first
choice of dance music. Nothing
really "new" was being done.
The fans in attendance that
night, I'm sure, would disagree
with me. They whooped,
danced, and gave the band a
good reception. It's great that
they had a good time, but I
wouldn't go see the bands again

Savoy Truffle appeared with the Swamp Cats last tuesday night to a crowd of about on~
hundred l(?yal fans.
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Monster surprises
By Arthur Lizie
Thelonious Monster Stormy
Weather (Relativity Record)
- Thelonious Monster's Stormy
Weather is a wonderful surprise,
not unlike a pinata. I've always
filed Monster in the "surethey're-cute-but-who-cares?"
category, along with bands like
The Dead Milkmen, but I don't
anymore. I'm sorry. Come home,
Monster, all is forgiven. Stormy
Weather is a sarcastic cross
section of American pop music
culture. The band tackles rock
and roll with "See That My
Grave Is Kept Clean," jazz-rock
with "Lena Horne Still Sings .
Stormy Weather," and funk
with "Real Kinda Hatred."
Highlights: "For My Lover,"
a straight version of Tracy
Chapman's tune; "My Boy," in
which singer Bob Forrest points
out the amazing similarities·
between Bon Jovi, The Boomtown Rats, and Bruce Spring-·
steen; and "Sammy Hagar Weekend," a scathing portrait of the
false rebellion peddled by most
of the rock culture: "We're
gonna drink some beer/ Smoke
some pot/ snort some coke/
And then drive over 55." ExX John Doe produced this
tantalizing musical coup-degrace. Or was that tour-de-

Margaret Thatcher's a meanie
and such. Musically, although
mellowed a_bit, ~hey've manag~d
to keep a cnsp, live sound;Justrn
Sullivan's spitting vocals and
ripping guitar are still intact.
Highlights: "Family Life" has
a rich acoustic sound. "Vagabonds," which breaks up the
pace with some violin, has a
revolutionary union of "vagabonds and childr~n',',; how
quaint. The sarcastic I Love
The World," which features a
smattering of keyboards, sounds
alarmingly like Ultravox. Overall, Thun1er and Consolat~on
(what an important soundrng
title, huh?) is okay, but you
probably have laundry you
should be doing instead.
Tom Tom Club Boom Boom
Chi Boom Boom (Si_!"e/Reprise
Records) - I can't say enough
good things about Boom Boom
Chi Boom Boom. In fact, I can't
say any good things about it. It's
bad. Yuck. If it were wallpap~r,
which it is, it would be off-white
with small black dots. That crazy
husband and wife rhythm team
from the Talking Heads, Chris
Frantz and Tina Weymouth,
have once again molded a chunk
of noise that's relevant only to
coked-out trendoids from Soho.
Seeing as we're not coked-out

force? Don't miss this one kids.
New Model Army Thunder
and Consolation (Capitol Records) - Thunder and Consolation isn't half as bad as it could

trendoids from Soho, this is

.horrible. They've even get a
lounge version of "Femme
Fatale"; there should be a moratorium against cover versions
be. Isn't that an optimistic of Velvet Underground songs.
introduction? Lyrically, New It's just too cool an idea. Why
Model Army have taken a step couldn't they have used the time
back from their angry young it took to make this album for
Brian Ritchie releases a second album including straight rock men stance, but they still think something useful, like a Talking
t<}jaiz: '
- ::-:
· .· .. ,.;__ . :,:::-: · · ,
~- - ···.··,\··• the ·worldis.apretty"baci"•place_·; Headsto~r?
, . ·.:.: ..~. ·,·
1
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Brian Ritchie Sonic Temple
and Court of Babylon (SST
Records) - Brian Ritchie, well
known as the bass third of the
Violent Femmes, is an angry
man. Boy, is he fumin'. But at
least he's kept his sense of
humor. Sonic Temple and Court
of Babylon is a bizarre middle
eastern burlesque show, featuring hypocrisy as the star
attraction. The songs whirl and
tumble tongue-in-cheek, as over
twenty-five different instruments (including Jew's harp,
ocarina, zither and sheng) mesh
for an electic picnic of fun.
There's some straight rock and
roll ("Why Did You Lie To Me,"
"Mayerling (Let's Drink Some
Wine)," "Reach Out"), some
straight belly-dancing music
("A.D."), and some straight leftof-center jazz ("Sun R~- Man
From Outer Space"). There are
a couple of scathing attacks on
Christian hypocrisy, the most
biting being the acoustic "Christian For A Day," about the
people who put on a good face
once -a year for Christmas.
Especialy caustic: "Nazis ran
the death camps/ Their motto
'Gott Mit Uns' / God was with
them and with Truman / But
not with the Japs and Jews."
With lyrics like these, it's not
surprising that Ritchie doesn't
thank Femmes frontman and
holy roller Gordon Gano on the
liner notes. Song for song Sonic
Temple and Court of Babylon
is not as strong as Ritchie's first
record, The Blend, but overall
the vision is more focused and
ultimately more enjoyable. Way
..t~ go, Brian!..• ~ ......... _
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Man · of LaMancha: musical enjoyment
By Bess Franzosa
and Debbie Hopkins
The Bow Street Theater was
transformed into a black dungeon pit during the time of the
Spanish Inquisition as the Seacoast Repertory Company presented the musical "Man of La
Mancha" to a full house last
Friday night.
The show, directed by Roy M.
Rogosin, tells the story of an
actor, Cervantes, who is imprisoned for forclosing on a church.
It is a story of hope in a world
of terror and tragedy. Cervantes
(played by William V. Morris)
is put on _trial by his fellow
inmates for "being an idealist,
poet, and honest man."
Pleading guilty to this charge,
Cervantes asks that he be able .
to argue his defense in a style
all his own: through a play about
Don Quixote de la Mancha ( an
idealist, poet, and honest man).
The dungeon becomes a stage
full of simple props and hesitant
inmates serving as minor characters.
Cervantes weaves a tale about
Don Quixote, a nobleman who
had gone mad from "reading
too many books" and thought
he was a knight. A knight whose
quest was to undo all the wrongs
in the world. With the help of
his manservant, Sancho Panza,
Don Quixote travels the countryside battling windmills and
disillusionment.
At first unwilling and suspicious, the other inmates resist
Cervantes and his message of
hope. They, as well the characters in his play, exist in a
dreary world. They have no
reason to hope for better, nor
do they have the will to fight
their oppressors. But as Don
Quixote's idealism, disguised
as madness, seeps its way
through their defenses the
prisoners become involved in
the story. So involved that they
order him to finish the drama
before he is to be taken away
by the Captain of the Inquisition.
The creative lighting and set
design made one feel as if
confined in a dungeon cell. The
subtle Spanish guitar and flute
playfog in the b_ackground added

to the atmosphere. The small
steep design of the theater
created an intimate setting in
which audience members could
feel a part of t_he drama. This
was a benefit to all, except those
seated in the first row surround.)
ing the stage. If there, you were
likely to be covered with flying
straw, nearly hit with a lance,
or fear having an actor land in
your lap. That none of these
things occured is to the credit
of incredible choreography,
which allowed for much action
in a limited amount of space.
Musical highlights include a
strong performance by Aldonza
(played by Karen Abrami), a
self-proclaimed kitchen slut
who Don Quixote falls in love
with, singing "It's all The Same"
and "Aldonza." She brings the
character of Aldonza to life
belting out lines such as "One
pair of arms is just like another/I'll go with you or with your
brother/ It's all the same," as
she pushes each muleteer who
paws at her away.
The serious subject of the play
was lightened at times by humorous musical numbers, including
"The Missine-1 Like Him" sung
by Sancho (played by Al Chase).
The cherub-like manservant
explains his feelings for Don
Quixote with such words as
"Pluck me naked as a scalded
chicken - I like him/You can
barbeque my nose, make giblets
from my toes/I like him."
William V. Morris gave an
excellent performance as the
idealist Cervantes. His rich voice
filled the theater, and his creative acts of madness were both
humorous and convincing.
At one point in the play a
character chides Cervantes for
his idealism, "A man must come
to terms with life as it is."
Cervantes replies that it is a
mistake "to see the world as it
is, not as it ought to be." This
is the message of the musical,
to be hopeful and "to dream the
impossible dream." Don Quixote/Cervantes leaves the audience (both the prisoners and
those in the seats of the theater)
with the thought that it isn't
important if you win or lose "as
long as you follow the quest."
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The Throwing Muses
By Rebecca Crepeau
I had two new experiences
last Tuesday night. Not only was
it my first time seeing the
Throwing Muses in concert, but
it was also my first time going
to the infamous Living Room
in Providence, Rhode Island.
I am not sure what I was
expecting, but it certainly was
not a garage-like building, which
for all appearances looked ready
to go under the demolition ball.
The interior of the Living
Room is not at all what the
name implies. In the converted
garage there is a fairly sizable
bar, with a stage crammed into
a nook off to the left of it. Decor
ammounted to posters of bands
who have visited the Living
Room, and various and sundry
video games and pinball machines that were shoved into
another corner.
When we arrived the Living
Room was crowded. I later
found out that we had missed
the first opening band, but we
were just in time to hear the
second, Deepest Array.
Deepest Array consisted of
two women and a drum machine. Vocals ammounted to
moanings and wailings whose
_ly!i~s were unintell~g!ble. We

were told that the lyncs don't
surging song. "Vicky's Box" was
matter anyway - it's the tone
the best number of the night,
of voice that is important.
and I could tell that the majority
Kristin Hersh of the Throw- . of the audience was well familiar
ing Muses came out and sang
with the song because we all
back up vocals for a few of the
sang along. We knew the band
numbers, but I cou'Idn't really
would lose control when Kristin
hear her. The guitar kept the Hersh, the lead singer and
music from dragging, and the guitarist kept singing, "home
bass line was more melodious
is where the heart lies/the heart
than the usual rhythm-sounding
lies/the heart lies/welcome
stuff heard from bass players.
home/welcome home," as the
Deepest Array was enjoyable drums played a little faster and
but uncharismatic: they lost a the bass began to build.
certain something without a·
A tension was mounting that
human drummer.
finally broke as Hersh screamed
Then the Throwing Muses
at the top of her lungs "WELcame on, and opened up with COME HOME!" and all hell
the number "Fall Down." Not broke loose on stage and on the
one of my favorites, to tell you
floor. The Throwing Muses
the honest truth, but they played played a short set, much to my
it well.
dismay, but they made up for
I am always happy to hear a it by coming out for two encores.
good live band, and their second
I was glad I saw this showsong "Devil's Roof' picked up heck it was even worth going
the pace of the show. From their out on a school night and
latest album, Hunkpapa, "Dev- everything. By the time I got
il's Roof' is one of the best. home and was tucked into my
People tried to dance as best nice, cozy bed, visions of Throwthey could, though it was dif- ing Muses were dancing in my
ficult with only a square foot head. It was an incredible show,
of dance space allotted to each and for all you Throwing Muses
person.
. fans out there, I highly recomSomething resembling a slam mend that you see them the next
pit tried to form when they time they come to your town.
played an especially adrenaline-

The NH Notables will sing a variety of songs
at their Spring Concert in Muirkland 110 on
Saturday, April 29, at 8:00 p.m. Call 862-2290 for
more information.
.

The UNH Department of Theater and Dance
will present William Shakespeare's tragedy MACBETH beginning Thrusday, April 20. The show
runs through Saturday, Apr-ii 29. Call 862-2290
for ticket information.
,

Clarinetist Richard Stoltzman, pianist Richard
Goode, and violinist Lucy Stoltzman will be
appearing in the Johnson Theater on Sunday, April
30, at 7:00 p.m. Call 862-2290 for ticket information.
~~
~

ei._~

. This is Thelonious Monster,(left to right) Pete Wei,s·, Christopher Handsome, Bob Forrest, ·
Dix Denney, and Mike Martt. See the review of their new album release on page 19.
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Letters
Candidates I I
To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is to
voice my support for the ticket of
George Yfantopulos and Kelly
Jenkins for Student Body President
and Vice President. They, I feel,
are the best candidates for these
positions.
Not having ever been a member
of the Student Senate, I am not able
to comment on their leadership
capabilities in that regard; however,
I do sit on the MUB Board of
Governors with both George and
Kelly and as President of the Delta
Zeta Sorority I have the opportunity
of working very closely with Kelly.
Neither George nor Kelly are
, passive members of the Board of
Governors. They voice intelligent,
pertinent opinions, and base their
decisions not in their own best
interests, but in the interests of the
students who will be affected by
them. Neither is afraid to speak
against an issue or present a better
proposal. They stand firmly for
what they believe, but also are
willing to listen to what others
· think and take that into consideration.
As Vice President of Delta Zeta,
Kelly works with the members of
the executive staff, not against
them. She actively contributes to
the decision making process and
in the end supports the decision
of the whole, even if she may not
completely agree that it was the
best one. Kelly is a leader to whom
the house admires and has the
utmost respect.
Both George and Kelly are easy
to approach and speak with, they
always listen to the concerns and
suggestions of others and take them
into consideration. They truly care
for what is in the best interests of
the students of this W1iversity. If
George and Kelly are elected Student Body President and Vice
President, they will work with the
administration, not for the administration but for the students. If you
want•a Student Body President and
Vice President who care about the
students, vote Yfantopulos/Jenkins
on April 11 and 12.
Sincerely,
Heather Carr
President, Delta Zeta

As Business Manager of The New
Hampshire Gentlemen, I am the
person that is contacted when
people want us to sing somewhere.
In terms of Coffeehouses at the
Niche, this person has been Kelly
Jenkins. She did the work to secure
entertainment and a huge crowd
at the Coffeehouse that helped
students socialize with UNH Professors . This is another instance
of Kelly working to make UNH a
better place for the students.
I feel confident in saying that
Kelly can be trusted with the
important responsibility of representing the student body. Her personality is one of sincerity, friendliness, and maturity. Kelly comes
through on her promises, and is
always willing to take someone
else's opinion into account, even
if it is direct opposition to her own.
If elected, Kelly will put her heart
into the job at hand and will
efficiently assume the role of
Student Body Vice President.
In closing, I would like to emphasize that this letter ·does not
attack any of the other candidates.
I have seen three Student Body
President/Vice President elections
at UNH and every one has seemed
to stress the negative. Therefore,
I hope that any one who writes
about the candidates does what I
have done and explains why they
think one of the candidates should
receive votes, not why one of the
candidates should not receive votes.
After all, we as students should
respect all the candidates for committing themselves to the election
and the possibility of doing the job.
I personally recommend the Yfantopulos/Jenkins ticket because they
both have genuine desire to work
hard for the students of the University.
Paul Murphy '89

Candidates IV

To the Editor:
As the Student Body President/Vice President election approaches, hard decisions need to
be made by students. We must
determine who is most qualified
to set the agenda and able to best
serve the students in that capacity.
Clearly, it is impossible for us to
know what our future holds in store
for us, thus we must examine the
experiences that the candidates
bring with them and evaluate
whether or not they are truly
prepared to assume the position
To the Editor:
in which they seek.
After attending the Student Body
I believe that Mike Desmarais
President/Student Body Vicebrings with him :i. backgound that
Presider:it Debate yesterday, I deis exemplary and standing alone
cided to write this letter in hopes
would more than qualify him for
of shedding some light on one of
the position of Student Body Presthe candidates. I feel all three tickets
ident. Mike has served on Student
are adequately qualified for the
Seqate for two years both as a
positions. However, I think the
residence Hall and Greek Senator.
positions require much more than
This year Mike has chaired the
experience. The two people that
Student Life Council which is
we elect to represent the student
responsible for such programs as
body must have genuine desire to
FreshStart and which initiated a
make UNH a better place. Because
bill that increased Greek represI am a brother in the same fraternity
entation in Student Senate. Above
as George Yfantopulos, I will
and beyond this he has served as
refrain from singing his praises.
the SAE representative to IFC and
Suffice to say, I feel George has great
has gone on to become president
desire to serve the student body as
of that house during a time when
President, he is qualified for the
great changes face the Greek system
job, and he has the neccessary
as a whole. I believe that he
experience.
possesses the knowledge and the
The person this letter is about
practical experience to represent
is Kelly Jenkins. She has shown
the Student body on a wide range
through her activities at UNH that
of issues from the budget to probshe wants to make it a better place
lems of diversity.
for everyone. I refer specifically
This is not where the ticket ends.
to her involvement in Freshman
Camp and her thankless efforts for · Chris Sterndale combines with Mike
to make a team that not only
Homecoming, Winter Carnival, and
the Faculty-Student Coffeehouses · provides a diverse framework, but
offers unrivaled experience as well.
at the Niche. As a two year member
As the only non-Greek on the ballot,
of Freshman Camp, I had the
it is refreshing to know that one
opportunity to see Kelly meet many
of the tickets is concerned with the
freshmen and welcome them to the
issues that affect the 80% of the
University in the best way possible.
Student Body that chooses not to
Her incredible energy and cheerful
join a greek organization. Although
attitude were constant and I am sure
qutwardly ·the appearance may be
that any freshman that attended
that Chris' presence discourages
camp in the last two years can attest
diversity, his history as a dorm
to this. Now Kelly is part of the
resident, UAC resident, and as a
executive staff of Freshman Camp,
commuter culminates to provide
working behind the scenes to ensure
for a solid background. Chris has
another successful year of freshman
served as Student Activity Council
camp, this time for the class of 1993.

Candidates I I I

Chair a nd as the Organization 's
Business Man ager. His constant
diligence at these positions have
saved students much money as well
as sped up the process of funding
worthwile programs. Anyone who
has worked alongside Chris, as I
have, cannot speak highly enough
about his hard work and dedication
for student causes. The countless
hours he has spent toiling on behalf
of the student body can only serve
as a precursor to wh at he will do
as Student Body Vice President.
All in all, Mike and Chris are
outstanding individuals and com bine to form a team that is unmatched in this SPV /SBVP election. They have demonatrated
leadership and work experience that
I am comfortable voting for and
would encourage any and all concerned students to do the same today
and tomorrow.
Sincerely,
Dan Fasciano
Student _s__e_pate Executive Officer

Candidates V
.
To the Editor:
The MUB Board of Governors
has, by majority vote, endorsed the
ticket of Yfantopulos/Jenkins.
George Yfantopulos has been on
the Board for two years and worked
on both the budget and space
allocation committees. Kelly has
been on the board one year and has
served on the space allocation
committee. Both are vocal and
committed to the needs of the
students.
Sincerely
Bret M. Clemons

Candidates VI

To the Editor:
I have known all six candidates
for at least the time since the
beginning of last semester (Fall
'88). Also, I have been very involved
in Student Government for three
years (since Fall '86) . Therefore
I feel I am qualified to judge who
the best Student Body President
and Vice President would be. The
choice: Mike Desmarais and Chris
Sterndale.
I have worked extensively with
both Mike and Chris over this past
year, in Senate, Senate Exec. Board
and in Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC). No one can question either
person's commitment, ablility to
work or work record.
Mike's attendance at Senate and
Senate Exec. meetings has been
exemplary. Also, his sincere concern
for the good of the Student Body
has been more than evident. Often
he has joined committees of Senate,
or attended meetings outside the
realm of his normal working sphere
as Chairman of the Student Life
Council. One example: he, with
other senators, drove up to Concord
recently to be at the hearings over
the University budget. This was
to show support for the efforts of
University administrators and
USHN Trustees over the budget
to try to keep it intact. He has guided
his council well, with the Student
Faculty Nights produced by Kelly
Jenkins and the FreshStart programming established by Kim
Varney and Alyson Rando as good
examples of his council's work.
Lastly, he is good-natured, amiable,
selfless and he works well with his
colleagues. These are only very few
of his qualifications.
Chris is one of the most hardworking and knowledgeable persons I have ever worked with. He
has put in more hours in his
position than any previous Student
Activity Fee Organization (SAFO)
Business Manager since I have been
in Senate. Although we have not
always agreed on issues of spending
and/ or organizational procedures,
I have had, and still do have, the
utmost respect for his opinions.
He has worked well with the
Business Managers of all of the SAF
Organizations; his work and diligence have even decreased our
workloads and made our jobs easier.
The development and implementation of the Standard Operating

Procedures (SOP) has made SAFO,
the individual organizations and
their business managers more
accountabilty, easier to understand,
and has led to a smoother operation
of SAFO and SAFC; the SOP, our
bible, was re-established by Chris.
(The last time one was used was
in 1979). The support he has given
to the SAF Organizations, for the
Student Body, along with these
other items, makes him a qualified
candidate for SBVP, and an ultimate
one.
This is the second time during
my four years here at UNH that
Dewey Lachance has run for SBP.
(The last time was during my
Freshman year, three years ago) .
Openly, he has criticized the Student
Government, labeling it as ineffective. This is the very organization
he wishes to lead. How can he
successfully garner student support
and commit himself when he feels
the Student Government he hopes
to lead is ineffective? I feel he
cannot. Also, he claims, "What
better choice for SBP than a State
Legislator?" He claims that he will
better serve the students' needs in
Concord through maintaining this
dual capacity. My response: How
effective is a stauch Democrat
serving in a Republican-majority
House, especially if that Democrat
ran unopposed?
His running-mate, Ellen, is concerned, sincere, yet inexperienced
(which might be how it can be
explained that she is running with
Dewey). I feel, as do most, that prior
involvement is at least conducive,
at most necessary, to being an
elected student leader. There are
systems that are used, procedures
followed and connections that have
been made that the SBP and SBVP
need to work through. To work
effectively, an overwhelming knowledge of the "system" is necessary.
It would take too long for Ellen to
learn the ropes to be effective and
to work well for the Student Body.
Kelly Jenkins is committed, hardworking, a joy to work and have
fun with, and my friend. However,
there are reasons why she is not
the b~st choice for SBVP. Next year,
she is going to be Pledge Trainer
of her sorority, Delta Zeta_ After
talking with some of her sisters
there, I have found out that the
position requires a considerable
amount of time, more than I could
even realize, because I am not a
sister, and not even Greek. Her
other commitments, added to this,
make me question whether or not
she would have adequate time-to
be a good SBVP. The other reasons
why she should not be SBVP lie with
her running mate, George Yfantopulos, undermining Kelly's efforts to be a good leader.
I have worked extensively with
George over this past year as a
member of SAFC, the Senate and
Senate Exec Board. I have had many
conflicts with George during this
time, all of which have been resolved because we are friends. I have
approached him with my concerns,
so I do not feel that I am backstabbing. His attendance record at
Senate Exec Board meetings has
been atrocious. At the same time,
ask any senator how many times
George has missed, been late to,
or has left early from Senate
meetings . (It was not only the
Democrats that were asking,
"Where was George?") Concurrently, he has altered SAFC meeting
scheduling to make it more conducive to his own on at least one
occurrence. One must ask how
committed he is in his present roles
and ask if his commitment would
change if elected SBP. Also, during
many of the times we argued he has
admitted to me: "I just don't care."
One must ask if his attitude would
change while serving the Student
Body. George has made his arguments to me, and he would make
them to any of you. Yet, I feel that .
my concerns are real and justified,
and this is one of the reasons that
pushed me to write this letter.
George has questioned Mike's
record in Student Government, but
has he-questioned his own?
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These are only a few of the things·
to be contemplated while choosing
whom to vote for. There are many
more issues, and the candidates have
made their stands on them. I do not
choose to make enemies, only to
inform through expressing my
views. I am an educated voter, and
I hope you will be too. Vote Tuesday
or Wednesday, and vote Desmarais/ Sterndale.
Sincerely,
Larry Donovan
Student Senate Business Manager

Alumnus
To the Editor:
This May, I will be graduating
from UNH and will in effect
become an Alumnus of this University. I am writing this letter
because I feel UNH Alumni are
completely uninformed about what
is happening at their school once
they have graduated and left UNH.
This is one of the major reasons
why UNH does not receive the
Alumni support that other universities do. Alumni contributions are
a big factor in regards to how a
school operates and whether or not
it is a successful university. If
Alumni do not feel good about their
school then they are not going to
contribute to the annual fund of
the University.
I am from Boston area and I have
a tremendous amount of friends
that have graduated from various
institutions around New England
and the North East. These school
include the following: University
of Maine, UMass, UVM, UConn,
Dartmouth, Boston University, and
the University of Delaware. My
friends ask me if I am going to give
money to UNH after I graduate and
I tell them no. They cannot understand why I have such a bad attitude.
They all contribute money each year
to their respective schools. I tell
them maybe if UNH paid a little
more attention to the Alumni, then
someday yes I would contribute to
the school. Events such as Homecoming, yes the issue of Homecoming once again, is a perfect example
of why so people are so adamant
towards this school! They expect
to come back to the place they once
called home for four years and be
able to see some old friends, watch
the football game, and drink some
beers together. They can't even do
that anymore.
What do Alumni from UNH
receive from this place once they
have graduated? Answer, not too
much except for a magazine or two
once ot twice a year. Perhaps if
UNH distributed a few New Hampshires or a few more personal letters
once in awhile they would see a lot
more results. The Alumni need to
be more informed about what is
happening around this place. The
problem always comes down to
money, all we hear about is the
University does not have enough
money and effort to make some
money so why not give it a try.
UNH should take a long hard look
at their Alumni Program and its
effectiveness and perhaps they'll
realize it needs some serious help.
If some changes are not made then
it will never be successful.
· As of May 20, I will be an
Alumnus of this place and my name
will obviously be placed on the list
along with everyone elses for a
possible money contribution. The
only money I will be giving to this
place is probably to my fraternity,
which I hope will still be here when
f come back. I had a great four years
here at UNH and hopefully this
letter will convince some people
to make some changes. Because
after I graduate and leave here I
would still like to know what is
happening around Durham and I
honestly feel it is up to our Alumni
Program to inform me. We as
Alumni are important or at least
should be and if this is evident then
maybe in the future UNH will see
this and something about it.
Sincerely,
J. Patrick Martinson
A Graduating Senior
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Letter
s
Karivan

To the Editor:
I have been following the Karivan ·:saga" in The New Hampshire
and feel compelled to make comments.
I am intolerant of the behavior
~ have_ observed among some Kar1van riders. Perhaps it is because
I grew u_p in a big city and depended
on public transportation and was
very grateful to have such service.
Some individuals around here certa,inly take the bus service for
granted.
I expected more civilized behavior around here because this is a
small town and like everyone else
believed small town people be.have
much better t~an big city folks. They
care for their town love their
neig~bors, are willi~g to lend a
helptng hand, etc. etc. It isn't so
~n Dur~am. I have seen some pretty
mcons1derate behavior around here.
Then I thought that perhaps I
should be more tolerant and assume
the people arou·nd here just "don't
know any better." Some don't know
even the smallest sensible common
courtesies such as letting a rider
get off the bus before walking up
~he door steps (same thing happens
m elevators). But this I thought
might be understand;ble. Mayb~
these people have never been inside
a city bus, or inside an elevator.
I also thought I should have
tolerance for those who never
· learned to cross the streets, those
wh? constantly step in front of cars
or Just stand in the middle of the
street chatting with peers as if the
streets of Durham belonged exclusively to them. I can also tolerate
the drivers who stop in the middle
o~ the street to let someone get off
(1_n front of moving traffic) or to
pICk up someone who just ran across
the ~treet (in front of moving
trafftC) to catch the ride. After all
this is Durham, a small college
town, everyone is supposed to have
lots of patience, and no one is ever
supposed to be in a hurry, and
everyone (hopefully) regularly has
the car brakes checked. So I decided
well, I should not expect so much'.
I ought to learn to be more tolerant.
I a_m getting tired, however, of
mak10g excuses "for immature
irre~ponsible, bratty people wh~
obviously equate democracy with
~narchy. The behavior displayed
m the Karivan incident is a good
example of this.
A bus driver is responsible for
the safety of all passengers and has
the right to remove from the bus
!ndividuals whose behavior may
10terfere with safe driving and
endanger others. I am sure it was
not possible for the driver to be able
to tell who was drunk and rowdy ·
and who wasn't, so she had to have
· ev~ryone re~oved. She did the right
~hmg. As a rtder, I like to feel secure
10 the knowledge that the driver
has th~ guts to ~ut a stop to idiotic,
annoy10g, and rnfanrile behavior
which could jeopardize the safety
of ~he passengers. I applaud her
act10ns and hope other Karivan
drivers will do the same in such
situations.
Sincerely,
Maria Russell

Scarf

To the Editor:
Writing a letter to the editor
regarding the demise of a grey
flannel scarf has never been a part
of my game plan. Unfortunately
however, this scarf has made m~
aware of the lack of concern and
care about ourselves and others that
is running rampant on our campus
T_his scarf, you see, was lef~
?ehm1 by some poor soul on a chair
m Smtth Hall. I sat back in my seat
and observed the next occupant of
the chair leisurely toss the scarf onto
a neighboring chair. Not wishing
to be further inconvenienced by the
~carf, the person who chose to sit
m that chair simply tossed it on the
floor behinp the desks in a crumpled
heap.
Rescue of the scarf came only at
the end of c_lass when I picked it
,up1 brushed 1t off, and left it folded
0A the abfe·a't.tne' front of the room.

I never saw the scarf again and
presume that its owner returned
to cla!m i~ late~ in the day.
T?e pomt bemg made here is that
retnevmg the scarf for the benefit
of whomever lost it was not a
difficult or heroic task. In much the
same manner, it is not very taxing
to put a_ soda can in a recycling box
or refram from writing "Sarah loves
Jo~" ~r "so and so gives a good b:- J-- on a desk in the library. It
is merely an expression of caring
for our university environment and
our fellow students and thinking
about the way we would like to be
treated ourselves.
Sure, there are bigger issues
affecti~g our campus today, such
as President Haaland's dorm site
decis_ion and _the infamous budget
dec1s1on. But 1f those who are guilty
of the above mentioned offenses
change their attitudes, the effect
of such a change will remain to their
benefit for life not to mention the
positive effect it will have on others.
Tim Ryan
·
Class of '90

Crop I
To the Editor:
Last semester I pre-registered
for ANSC 400, better known as
"Foo~s and Dudes," and to my
surprise, I actually got it. I thought
I was lucky. I took the class for two
reasons. The first was that it was
a Gen-Ed that I needed, and the
second was that I wanted to learn
how to eat better. Both of these
expectations have been met. Unless
I experience a sudden disaster I
will pass the class, and because ~f
Patty Bedker's informative lectures
I have learned a lot about my eating
habits.
There was one aspect of this class
how~ver, t~at I did not expect, and
that 1s the issue of social awareness.
In itself, the issue is a good one
and one that should be encouraged
by more professors, but to force
si:udents to be socially active in a
s_pecif~c event is wrong. This is the
situation that the 600 students in
my class are facing. Six percent of
our total grade is based on our
participation in the CROP walk.
It was simple; walk and get full
credit, or don't walk and maybe get
thre~ percent. Any alternative to
wal~mg would only be given half
credit. Because no full credit alternative was given, we, the students,
are being forced to show support
for an opinionated event that we
may or may not support. No matter
what the students actual feelings
may be, they must show support
or have their grade suffer.
'
I personally feel that there is an
urgent n~ed to fight hunger, but
I also believe that the fight should
be supported by federal funds, and
that the money should be concent:a ted on the hungry ip the U.S.
first, and then other countries. The
m~n who ,gives all his money to his
neighbor s homes will eventually
have to move out of his own. Solve
our problem first and then move
on, because if we ourselves are not
strong, then our help to other
countries is not as strong as it could
be. The CROP walk that I had been
volunt~ered for, does not support
my feelmgs on solving this problem.
Yes, some of the money is going
to a local charity, but according to
the pledge envelope I received, the
rest of the money will be distributed
"through partner agencies in more
than 70 countries." I don't want
my dollar, which is mandatory by
the way, to go over seas.
My final qualm is that this event
is religiously affiliated. Again,
~hrough the enveloped, I was
mformed that CROP was "the name
given to local community efforts
at hunger education and fund
raising for Church World Service
the _relief, development and refuge~
assistance arm of the National
Council of Churches of Christ in
~he_ U.S.A." My grade is being put
m Jeo_pardy for a religious event?
!hat Just doesn't hit me right, and
1t vaguely reminds me of all the talk
on cults.
My ~onstitutional rights have
been vio~ated: I am essentially being
blac~ll}~iled JOto showing support.
for so_mething I may not believe

in. After trying to talk to Patty
Bedker, a1:d being scone-walled, I
was l~ft w1~h no other option than
to write this letter, let my. opinion
be known, and to encourage students considering chis class to be
wary.
Sincerely,
Julie Leonhardt

would dare to suggest tax increases
for the next biennium. At the cop
of the _pile lay a letter I personally
delivered to her from the UNH
Faculty Senate via their financial
committee. Among many underneath were those from students
f~~ulty, staff, alumni, and NH
Cl_ttzens simply concerned for public
higher education in chis state. No
question, your communications
contributed significantly to the 2
to 1 votes in favor of the tax
adjustments. In passing, I would
suggest anyone who contacted a
state representative now thank
thos~ w?o responded positively.
Contmumg, steady contact serves
the university better than crisis
contacts though the latter, regrettably and realistically, may be the
best for which we can hope.
More work remains, however.
My committee chairman in the
house, Rep. Girard Powers, accurately equates the legislative process
to a cow's digestive system: a
process comprised of seven stomachs. The vote in the house occurred
in stomach three. At least four
~tomachs remain, e·a ch one more
unportant, and therefore critical
as those that precede it. It i;
absolutely vital that we fill the
Senate's letter box. Innocent house
b~~gets are known to suffer sig~1f1Cant damage as they are digested
tn the senate. And let us not fall
into the trap of letting the same
individuals do the work for the rest.
~hatever you may feel about
various aspects of UNH, I can
assure you the governor's budget
"Barebones II", (the trustees' re~
quest was Barebones I; HB-200,
Barebones III) woefully lacks much
of what education advocates know
is nec~ssary for quality higher
education. But New Hampshire's
badly ~eleagured_ tax structure ( the
house is proposmg two studies to
access the degree of beleagurement)
can probably support no better and
still undersupport the development~lly disabled, the abused, and the
biennally undersupported secondary school students.
·
So raise your ire, lift your pen,
and make your feelings known to
the state senators who will shortly
determine whether UNH will
~ontinue ics quest for excellence
m the Age of Parismony. I am sure
the Student Senate will furnish the
necessary names and addresses.
Wayne M. Burton
State Representative

Crop II
To the Editor:
. When I read about the Crop Walk
in yesterday's paper, I was very
pleased to hear that UNH is
showing so much support for such
a worthy cause. I am a freshman
this year, and I am very proud that
!IlY school is raking so much of an
interest in an issue as important
as world hunger. There were however, certain mistakes in the article.
My main concern is that many
people are walking against their
o~n will. First of all, Party Bedker
was _quoted as saying, "I gave them
the idea and they basically ran with
it..." Either Bedker has lied to the
reporter, or was misinterpreted.
The actual truth is that Bedker is
counting participation in the Crop
Walk as 6% of each students' grade.
I know this, because I am currently
a member of her class. A food friend
of mine went to Bedker and asked
to be excused from the walk, and
~o be allowed to make up the 6%
m another way._ Bed~er completely
refuse~ ~o consider it. I am paying
full tultlon for the education I am
rec_eiving here, I do not appreciate
be10g forced to walk four miles
against my own free will. Regardless of the nobility of the cause, no
one should be able to force students
to support a charity or organization
that they
not wish to support.
The article also said that
"(Bedker' s) cla~s vot~d unanimously
to take part 10 this year's Crop
Walk." That statement is not true
there was no vote. We were simpl~
handed the syllabus and told that
6% of our grade depended on it.
I may not be a practicing lawyer
but I know enough about my
constitutional rights to know that
this is an infringement of them.
If t?e University is backing Bedker's
acttons, I would like to know where
the line is going to be drawn. What
is next? Will students in the future
be r_equi:ed to support gay and
lesbian rights, abortion issues, or
any other topic that a certain
professor has an opinion regarding.
Just for the record, I do not have
an opinion on either homosexuals
or abortion, but if I did, I certainly
do not ~a1:t to be forced to defy my
own prmc1ples to pass a class next
semester. My hostile attitude is not
because of the Crop Walk, I would
have participated in the walk even
if I was not f~Hced t~ do so by
Bedker. My grievance 1s with the
~.chool syst~m for allowing her to
volunteer my time for me. Students are supposed to find sponsors
but i_f they can not, then they ar~
required t~ donate a dollar. College
students, who are on a basically tight
budget, may find it difficult to find
other students to sponsor them.
If Bedker is going to make me walk,
than she should at least provide the
dollar I will be asked "donate" in
order to participate. I would also
like to point out that if this year's
goal is reached ($500 more than
last year's), it will probably be from
the six hundred or more students
who are in the Food and People
classes. St~dents who, I might add,
were not 10formed of this "Crop
Walk requirement" before they
enrolled in the course.
Tia Kratsa

?o

_Dishman

TaXe s

To the Editor:
Last Thursday, as Rep. Donna
Sytek successfully urged the NH
House to vote for the tax increases
necessary to fund the so-called
"Governor' s budget," which ineludes UNH's maintenance level
pl~n, she hoisted, for all to see, a
box overflowing with letters supporti~g the proposals. In her
openrng remar~s, she cited the
public outcry against the "8% cut"
budg~t as ~he pr~m~ry ,reason t?is
~~lf.:clescnbed fiscal consevanve

1

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to Mr
Richard St. Jean, the unemployed:
naked-man dishwasher of New
Hampshire. Mr. Sr.Jean, I have read
both sides of your "horror" story
an~ I have to conclude that you are
a ~it of a loony. I mean, what is all
this crap about "starting over?''
If you had ~ny sense at all you'd
mak_e that big step of putting some
gas m the old Buick and drive right
out of this Goddamned town. Don't
you know you could make at leas.t
$8-10 an hour scrubbing dishes
anywhere else in the country but
here? Really Ritchie, one has to
w?nder if you're a couple sandw1Ches short of a picnic, if you know
what I mean.
Also, what's all this "justice in
an unf~ir world" c~ap? I really don't
a.1;>prec1ate you trymg to make your
little lay-off into a social/ intellectual issue. How can you
say, "look what happened to Germany"? Are you relating The
Holocaust to losing a job at Stilli~g~? I hope not, Flash, because
this 1s a pretty dangerous analogy
and I ~eally think you' re stretching
that eigth grade education . And
don't give me this "my great
grandfather six generations ago
wrote the Constitution of Vermont"
bullshit. ~y sixth generation grandfather might have been Sitting Bull
for all I know but I'm not sitting
here thinking about how that can
get me a job. God, what are you
thinking?
And don't think I'm some snotty,
hot-shot, college kid who's never
had any ba~ br 7aks. l'ye had my
,sh.an .of duty . Jobs, d1.sappQi11.t-

ments, and trouble~ in life. Bur you
have to adapt, Chief. I agree with
you--your job performance was
prob~b!y up to par. Those people
at St11lmgs are so Goddamn nice
I can't see them firing anybody! Bu~
budget c_ut~ came along and you
were a v1Ct1m, that's all. Now it's
time to_ stop complaining and
undressmg and get on with your
crazy life.
Las~ly, please leave the youth of
America out of this. I think you' re
a little bit out of touch as to how
we see this whole ridiculous show.
Sur 7 w~ felt sorry for you at the
begmnmg but the way you've
portrayed yourself since then hasn't
helped. I mean, Jesus, how can you
e~pect a prospective employer to
~ire yu w~en you're standing there
m your chJCken legs moaning about
God, Freedom, and the Truth? You
have t? admit, you' re getting a little
goofy m your old age.
All I'm saying is that the student
b?dy (~rom ~y admittedly limited
view) 1s start10g to think you're a
fruit. You have to be careful
Ritchie, or else some clown is going
~o lock you up. I don't think this
!s wh_at your great grandfathers had
rn m10d, you know. Listen, forget
about the University, move on and
make some real money for yourself.
Maybe the Navy will want you back.
Maybe you should concider the vast
opportunities in the dynamic world
of fast food. Who knows? Good
Luck and keep your pants on.
Sincerely,
Vincent Thomas
Sophomore

Homeless
To the Editor:
The other day one of those liberal
good freaks (you know the kind,
10 fa':or of nonsexist language,
recyclmg, etc.) was telling me about
this Scavenger Hunt for the Homeless event that some student is
setting up. It is supposed to raise
money for the homeless by getting
people to sign up in teams and get
~ponsors to pledge money for each
item that the team can find within
a three hour time limit.
This has got to be the dumbest
idea yet. First off, why give the
money to t~e Homeless? I say they
should get Jobs and make their own
money, if we help them they will
never learn to help themselves. It
may sound cruel, but what our
society needs is a little Darwinistic
survival of the fittest. Let's weed
out the weak and lazy.
Us men, at least, are all here for
a purpose, so that someday we will
make a lot _of money. Why should
we be playmg games like kids? If
Y?u ~re going to give money away
give 1t to me, I could use a new T.V ..
If you liberals out there would
just open your little heads and think
ab~ut it_ yo~ will see that I am right.
This thmg 1s going to be the biggest
flop. You hear big talk about what
a gr~at idea it is, but no one is going
to sign-up or show-up, and this
Scavenger Hunt guy is going ro
want to throw-up.
Why don't you people just face
up to the truth, at least I am man
enough to admit that I really do not
care about the homeless and that
I am here so I will be able to make
the big bucks. You chicks out there
have an excuse to hide behind lies
you' re women, but all of you liberal
half-men out there should be
ashamed of yourselves. Be men,
admit the truth, you are here so that
you will be _able to make big bucks
and the girls are here to find
husbands.
There has never been a successful
fund raising event for the Homeless
on this campus and this one will
not be the first. You mark my words
on Sat., April 22 in front of T-Hall
at noon there will be just a few
lonely idiots.
To that Scavenger Hunt idea guy
I have just this to say, do not waste
your time on this thing, it would
be a good idea if this was not an
apathetic campus or if the cause
was for something that we could
believe in like aid to the Contras.
Signed,
John Knowles
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Letters
Paradise

Haaland

To the Editor:
I was offended by Mary Tamer's
Paradise Lost? article in the Tuesday
edition of the paper. Frankly, the
column was a piece of self-righteous
babble.
·
After reading the article, it is my
opinion that Ms. Tamer would not
understand what an alternative
lifestyle was if it came and chomped
on her elbow. She states that she
found surfers offensive because
their main ambition is to "ride the
wave." If that is what they really
want to do, then what is so wrong
with it? What is wrong with
challenging yourself and finding
some joy in the ocean and nature?
Not every person in this world
wants to get a business degree and
go out and conquer Wall Street. But
maybe Ms. Tamer can't picture ever
having this attitude. Perhaps she
has led a cushy life thus far, with
her third spring break to Mexico
and plans to visit Rio next year.
I don't know about most seniors,
but as for myself, I will not be
venturing on "the typical summer
after graduation trip to Europe"
that Ms. Tamer spoke of. I get the
impression that any fluctuation
from the idea of mainstream America, a nice job with an office and
a business suit, and the ideal of the
American Dream is something that
Ms. Tamer might gag on.
She says that "someone had to
be paying for their surfboard wax,
and it sure wasn't them, considering
the time they spent at the beach
and local pubs." I did not notice Ms.
Tamer mention whether or not she
asked the surfers themselves if they
were working for their money. I
know surfers, and I know many
surfers who work a lot and still find
time to surf even if it means going
out on dawn patrol. Did Ms. Tamer
ever think that there are many jobs
relating to surfing that the surfers
might have that would allow them
to work on or near the beach, or
allow them to take breaks at the
beach. These surfers might have
been professional surfers whose
job it is to surf. Should we tell Roger
Clemens that he shouldn't play
baseball all day? These surfers may
give surfing lessons for their job,
or shape surfboards, or work in surf
shops, or even write for one of the
many surfing publications on the
market.
Ms. Tamer also discriminates
against surfers because of the
"moaning-like way" in which they
speak. This doesn't seem right to
me. If we do this, we might as well
make fun of Orientals and Hispanics and others who also have local
accents. It's fust not right. Besides,
the surfer drawl has its roots deep
in American culture. According to
a linguistic study done by a professor
at San Diego State University that
I read, the origins of this dialect
came to the West Coast when the
pioneers from the Oklahoma region
crossed the country. The surfer
drawl began with them. It is part
of our history.
Ms. Tamer says that she finds
something wrong with those who
do not have their lives totally
planned out after graduation, and
those who don't know what to do.
Some of us see life as an adventure,
not an appointment calender. The
fun in life comes in exploring what
is out there in the world, and trying
lots of alternatives until the most
pleasing one is found. Not every
person wants to live a restricted
life subject to a certain game plan.
It doesn't bother me that people
are different and have various
desires. It doesn't bother me that
some people choose alternative
lifestyles (As long as they support
themselves and don't hurt anyone
else, then fine). It doesn't bother
me that some people talk different
than I do. It does bother me when
someone says that there is something wrong with this.
Tiffany Lewis

Graduating Senior
· Surfer (or a least a Gremie)

To the Editor:
An Open Letter to President
Haaland:
Well Gordon. Let us reap what
ye shall sow. We can all admire your
ardent devotion to the hard nosed,
no-tax, Grand Old Party. After all,
didn't you steamroll two commencement speakers-- Bob Dole and Our
Prezz-- onto the podium not so long
ago? Weren't you one of John "nowyou-see-a-budget-surplus-now-youdon't" Sununu's shadowy background Cheerleaders?
Don't cry me no crocodile tears,
pal.
Don't tell me what a terrible
thing the current state budget
proposals are. It's been your coterie
of n:ick-ribbed, Pledge-taking greedheads that led us poor tuitionsaddled fools into this little ambush.
No we get the bill for the
expansion phase of New Hampshire's illustrious destiny.
A 600-head dorm? Hey, man!
You can't even scrape up the dough
to pay your help a decent wage. Your
ivy walls are cracking and the toilets
ain't flushing.
You ought to start dancing to the
rune that your real constituency is
playing. Remember us? The student
body? We pay your salary. Hi there
handsome!
Maybe we can give you the benefit
of the doubt and forgive the last
few years of self-serving political
grandstanding you've been doing
since you were made Holiest of
Holies. You've probably been dusting off your resume and trying to
figure out how to utilize your in
with the new White House Chief
of S~aff to scrabble up the personal
enhancement ladder. Hey, what the
hell-- you've made your bones, and
it's time to lap some of the gravy.
Problem is, it doesn't seem that
anybody signing those tuition
checks is really h.ip to your action.
I've lived in this state for 28 of
my thirty years, mate. I've gritted
my teeth and endured the likes of
Mel Thomson, Happy Jack
Chandler, and now Chuck Douglas.
(Let's just skip Gordon Humphrey.
A flyweight like him is easy to miss
even in the best light.)
Listen up, Gocldamnit! I'll pay
the tax, if that what it's gonna take
to lift some sorry homeboy out of

a factory future. I'll pay the tax to
get a six-year old kid a new lease
on life. The good things never came
cheap in this life. Maybe you cashed
your soul in for some chump
change-- a few scraps from the
power banquet table-- but you've
dropped the ball, Gordon.
You aren't there when we need
you.
You don't represent the limitless
possibilities of education. You reek
of Tammany Hall to me.
Spare me the exhortations to
sacrifice. Get off the dime, or get
lost.
See ya 'round campus, bub.
Dave Katz
Kinder 'n Gentler, N.H.

Give
To the Editor:
"Spring things" are in your mind
and I understand since they are
attracting me too! But please listen
to me for a few minutes as I explain
why we need you so badly at our
last blood drive of this academic
year from Monday, April 17th
through Friday, April 21st at your
MUB from 12 to 5 each day.
You have an urge to go to the
beach and that I also understand
too well! Just remember that our
drive runs five days and the time
you spend with us could make it
possible for some child to enjoy such
an outing also!
There is also a person, no longer
in the "Bloomin' Age" whom your
caring could give a vacation from
illness. Then too, with spring and
summertime so close, car accident
victims will increase while you can
enjoy the promises ahead!
You all know how much you
mean to us and we know how busy
this time of year can be for you! We
hate to think of the year closing
and our loss of most of you! Please,
stop and think how you'd feel if you
couldn't anticipate a glorious vacation, and include in your thoughts
someone less fortunate. He needs
you and your youthful spirit and
health! Pass it on and give happiness before you leave us and give
us a chance to say goodbye! Remember, you are the experts of
compassion and we are proud
always to have you as friends- we
care very much about you and thank
you for what you do to help us!
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross Blood Chairman
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Non-trad
To the Editor:
Dear Ms. Sullivan,
I agree with you that the label
"non-traditional" is lackin.g and
that it doesn't do justice to the
students here who are defined by
it. Many people, including some
who have helped start the Center,
and some who support it, would
like nothing better t~an to change
the name. As a matter of fact, there
have been repeated discussions
about changing the name, but so
far, no one has been able to come
up with anything that's much better.
Perhaps you could help us here.
Other schools don't fare much
better. Take a look at some of the
names that have been dreamed up
on other campuses:
* Re-entry Student Program
*Services to Adults who are
Returning or in Transition
(S.T.A.R.T.)
*Adult Outreach Services
*Second Wind: Program for
Returning Women Students
* Ada Comstock Scholars Program
*Older Student Association
*Resumed Undergraduate Education Program
Using the word "adult" in a title
suggests traditionally aged students
aren't adult, and that seems harsh
to me. I would prefer something
along the lines of Smith's Ada
Comstock Scholars Program. It's
a great name. It has dignity to it.
And for short, Ada Comstock
scholars are referred to as "Ada's",
which is wonderful I think. Of
course, they're all women, so Smith
can do that.
-Denise Coffey
Director
Non-Traditional Student Center
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Counseling Psychology

Boston-Bouve College of .Human Development Professions
at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psychologists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as
well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
· clinical environment.
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to
Graduate School Boston-Bouve College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115.

►

.,.
Northeastern
University
An equal opportunity/
affirmative action educational
institution and employer.
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CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
I

1984 Jeep CJ7. Easily removed hard-top,
carpet, excellent tires and shocks, new
exhaust, radiator and starter. 57,000 miles,
engine just rebuilt . $4700 .00. 603-4335898. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
COlv11v1ODORE 64 COPUTER SYSTEM:
Includes: Keyboard, monitor, disk drive,
dot matrix printer, and over 20 programs.
$350.00 or 8.0. Call Lee at 749-9497
GOOD-LOOKIN' FAST CAR!' Triumph
TR8 convertible - 1980. V-8 engine, stereocassette . New rubber and pipes . Only
23,000 miles. Call 742-7260
1984 Dodge Charger. Automatic, good
condition. Asking $2500. Call Mike at 6597414
VINTAGE DRESSES. A large assortment
of vintage dresses never worn at $1 O each.
Cash, all sales final. No refunds, no returns,
no exchanges. Call 603-659-5513
75 VW Bus. 112,000 miles. Well maintained
- good interior; exterior a little rust. Frame
ex. $1200 or 8.0. Call Joe 431 -4182
1987 Mustange LX Hatchback, automatic,
33,000 miles. Balance of 6-year unlimited
mile warrenty (4), sunroor, cruise power
locks, undercoated, Call Glenn 603-6927487 (Days), 749-8540 (Nights) $7900.00
1983 Nissan Sentra. Excellent running
condition . $1500 or B.O . Call 659-6701
after 6 pm.
1986 Ninja 600 Blue, mint condition, 5300
miles. $2400 includes helmet, cover, and
extras. Call Dick 659-8205.or 627-3262
MARSHALL SPECIAL EDITION MICROSTACK GUITAR AMP. Less than one year
old. RETAILS FOR $300. ASKING $250.
Call Russ 862-4030.
FOR SALE--1983 Nissan 4x4 King Cab .
High Mileage, but in great condition.
Kenwood Stereo and Equalizer, CB, Northhander Custom Fiberglass Cap, and many
other great extras. Must see to really
appreciate. Call Chris at 7 49-671 5.
1984 SUBARU GL-10 FWD Station Wagon
in Excellent Condition. All options. 5-speed;
37 mpg. Clean. $3950, Reasonable Offer.
868-5122.
1985 Nissan Sentra, Runs Good, must sell,
askirig 2500 or 8.0. Call Michael 436-8184.
Bike for sale - Men's Peuguot 26" 12 speed,
good training/racing bike, excellent shape.
Must sell. $200.00 Call Heidi 742-4365

f-8J)Vlf.J18)
Can you play theguitar, juggle, d;nce or
yodel? Do you have a band or do you sing
in the shower? !f so, consider performing
at GIBBS AID, April<- ."' It will be a great
way to make a debut and he11,, . '"r.al charity
at the same time. For details contact Jane
at 862-4250.
Disabled person in search of personal care
attendant for the summer. Salary $6.25/hr,
28 hours/wk. Job description: assist w /
personal grooming, food shopping, house
cleaning. Accessible to students on UNH
campus. Call 868-1986, leave message.
GUIDO MURPHY'S, Cape Cod's hottest
restaurant-bar complex. Interview weekend, Saturday Aprill 22, 11-6, Sunday'April
23, Noon-5. Season May 25-Sept. 4 and
more. Corner of West Main and Sea Streets,
Hyannis, MA COME ON DOWN!
SUMMER JOBS TO SAVE ENVIRONMENT.
Earn $2500-3500. National campaign
positions to pass clean air act, stop toxic
pollution, tighten pesticide controls &
promote comp.rehensive recycling, available in 18 states & D.C. lntvs on campus
3/27,28. Call Kate ::it 1-800-622-2202

◄

Plan for your FALL WORKSTUDY JOB now:
If you are a student with a 2.5 plus GPA
who wants a challenign position in a
friendly, supportive f.nvironment, apply
to be a tutor/ counselor at TASK. Bookstore
Parking Lot by April 17th.
Wanted Assistand Directors and Staff for
Summer Kids Program. June 26-Aug. 17,
Monday-Thursday 23 hours/wk. $6.50 per
hour for Ass. Directors. For staff, July 6Aug 17, Monday -Thursday 22 hours/wk,
$5.50 per hour. Call 603-436- 7640
Town of Newington looking for year round
recreation Director. 15-24 hours/week.
Starting $7.50. Send resume to Newington
Town hall, Recreation Committee, Newington, NH 03801

SKI AND SAIL. Hiring Management Trainees for retail sportswear shops. Spend
witners at Killington and Pico Ski Areas
and summers in Nantucket and Martha's
Vineyard. Contact Erika Lubb 802-4229896. Northern Pursuit/Island Pursuit, PO
Box 347 Killington, Vt 05751

Washi~ii't~nMortg~g~-c~~-~~;; l~-;rporated is seeking aggressive graduating
seniors to earn $50,000 to $75,000 p~r year
or more I Participate in our mortgage training
program and advance to the prestigous
position of loan officer. Working conditions
are excellent with a generous commission
structure. Territories are now available
in your area to service; Realtors, Builders,
Developers, Accountants, Attorneys and
other sources of mortgage origination .
Candidates must be professional , have
excellent communication and organiza tional skills and possess some sales
aptitude . Find a great career opportunity
in banking and finance at Washington
Mortgage while positions are still available.
Washington Mortgage has over 100 (ONE
HUNDRED) easy to work with loan pro grams, Including; Residential, Commercial,
and Investor. Contact us now as to when
we will be interviewing: 1-800 -327-0292.
SUMMER POSITION AVAILABLE : Part or
full time attendent needed in Parker
Language Laboratory from the end of May
through August. Knowledge of foreign
language not mandatory but helpful. Duties·
consist of assisting students using th.e lab,
copying of cassettes, and some c le rical
work . Hours are flexible. Salary is negotiable. Work-study is necessary. If interested
please contact the Parker Lab in Murkland
Hall or call 862-3913.
SEAGO.A.ST GIFT SHOP SEEKS SUMMER
HELP. FLEXIBLE HOURS. WRITE : MARYBETH'S GIFTS, 103 CONCORD ST, SEABROOK, NH 03874 FOR APPLICATION
AWESOME SUMMER JOB!! Disabled individual in search of Personal Care Assistant. Salary $6.25 an hour /28 hours per
week . Job title consists: 1. personal
grooming 2. House cleaning 3. food
shopping . Accessable to summer students
living on campus or in the Durham area.
For more info. Call 868-1986 and leave
a message on my "HAPPY" answering
machine.
If you are transferring to a different school
next fall and want to make some quick cash
selling T-shirts call Eli at Kappa Sig 8689637
Recreation Director and Assistant needed
for North Hampton Summer Program.
Weekday mornings July 1O to August 18.
Teaching or recreation credentials preferred. Send resume and 2 references by
April 28th to Town Office, Atlantic Ave.,
North Hampton, NH 03862
Are you female and short of cash? I would
like to pay you $100.00 cash to dance for
five minutes at a friends bachelor party
April 22. Must have own trasportation.
Discretion assured. Strictly business.
Danny 749-1668
MODELS NEEDED FOR HAIR SHOW Free haircuts-perms, colors. April 23-24.
Sheraton-Tara Hotel, 50 Fercroft Rd,
Danvers, Mass. Models call April 22 at 3:00
at Hotel or Call Vince Downs at (603) 7 434911
Plan your ,FALL WORK STUDY JOB now.
If you are a student with a 2.5 plus GPA
who wants a challenging position in a
friendly, supportive environment, apply
to be a tutor/ counselor at TASK, Bookstore
Parking Lot by April 17th.
Phone sales. Evening positions· available,
flexible workdays. Hourly pay and bonous.
For details call after 4:00 pm 431-1963
Office Workers Needed: Two UNH College
Work Study positions available at the Social
Security office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
$6.00 per hour. Applic.ants must be approved for College Work Study by UNH.
Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.

HOLISfNG
Need housing tor next school year in
Durham? One bedroom w/ bunk beds,
close to campus, low stereo, non-smoker,
all utilitiess included . $300 month per
person . Call Barbara 868-9660
Looking for summer sublettersl House in
Newmarket with 6 spaces available. On
KariVan route . Parking Available. Clean
and spacious. $195.00 per month. Cheap
utilities. Will lower rent if you commit by
April 21 . Call Abi. 659-2386

Beach House! 3-bdrm house,
$475.00/month, winterized, available for
'89-90 school year. Hampton NH. Call 9264215 (pm's).
UNH Faculty & Students - 3-bedroom,
furnished for (1989-90) semester. Rent
$475. Call Eddie at 508-851-0747 or Kim
and Marie at 926-4215.
Dover - 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen
and- bath in a restored colonial. $600 month
includes heat and electricity. 4 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen & bath. $800. Month
includes Heat & hot water. 5 bedrooms,
living room, den, kitchen and bath.
$765/month. Lease required, no pets. Call
742-7908 between 7-9 PM.
Dover. Furnished room . Private entrance,
1 /2 bath, micro., cable, refrigerator, k-van .
$60 / week. Deposit. References. 742-6447 .
after 7 PM .
Dover - 1 bedroom apt. newly painted, gas
heat, parking, K-vari . $3·00/month and
utilities . Pet negotiable. Security deposit
and references . 742-6447 after 7 PM .
Durham - Furnished single bedrooms with
shared bathroom for female students only.
Available for 1989-90 academic year .
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. $1100 per semester including
utilities. Call 868 -22 17 after 4 PM.
2 Summer Subletters needed for great
furnished apt. on Main St. Females Only.
$200 / mo- everyting included. 868-6013
M/F wanted to share summer sublet.
Beautiful Dover Apt. Lg . Bdrm, w/d , tranquil
location . $212 . Karen 749-6376
2 Females Needed for Main St. Summer
Sublet (next to Red Towers) Parking, walk
to classes, yard for sunbathing, etc.
Available June -Auguest . Call 868-3299,
leave message.
SUMMER SUBLET IN DURHAM! Large
room in house very close to campus
Available May 20-August 31. Rent is $200
per month and includes all utilities. Call
Debbie at 868-5773.
Summer Sublet - 4 bdrm apt with sundeck,
furnished _45R Madbury Rd . Durham ;
Reasonably priced . Call 868-6040
Svmmer rental. Nice, furnished 2-bedroom
student apartment available May 25-Aug.
25. Close walk to campus and town. Nonsmoke rs. No pets. $1500 for summer
includes all utilities except phone. Call 8681444. Damage deposit required.
Fall rental . Nice, furnished 2 Br apartment
available 8/27 . 2.5 miles from campus .
No pets, non-smokers $530/month plus
utilities. Lease, deposit. 659-5932
Fall rental. 3 br apartment available 8/27.
3.5 miles from campus. No Pets, Nonsmokers. $795/month plus utilities. Lease,
deposit. Call 659-5932
Summer Rental. Furnished 3 br apartment
available 5/22. 3.5 miles from campus.
Suitable for faculty/ staff. $660 / m_onth plus
utiltiies. Lease/ deposit. Call 659-5932
Summer Rental. Furnished 2 br apartment
available 5/22. 2.5 miles from campus.
Suitable for faculty/ staff. $450 / mo plus
utilities. Lease/deposit 659-5932
Need Durham furnished summer housing?
One bedroom apt close to campus, nonsmoker, low stereo, all utilities included.
$370/month. Call Barbara 868 -9660
M / F roomate to share my convenient home
in Eliot. Private upstairs 2 rm plus closet.
Share bath, L.R., D.RI, W/D. $375/mo. utl.
included. (207) 439-5236. Leave message.
M/F roomate to share my convenient home
in Eliot. Private upstairs, 2 rms & closet. •
Share Bath, L.A., D.R., W /D. $375.00 mo.,
utl. incl. (207)-439-5236 Leave message.
Summer Sublet, spacious Dover apt. 2
Bedrooms great location 6 miles from UNH
with option to rent in fall also. Call Eileen
·
or Heidi 742-4365
Need Summer Housing? I need femaie
roomies to share room in condo in Dover
6 miles from campus. $300/month. Includes utilities. Call Jenn 749-4031 .
FREE APT. - Grad student family seeks
responsible person to share large 2-family
Rochester home and meals in return for
light housekeeping and parttime childcare.
Use of beach condo included. Near bus
route. 1-335-2693.

LOST t
f()LIND

Lost: Denim jacket nearT-Hall 3/26. Please
call Linda 7 43-3264. Reward if returned
~ith pins: - · -

_____

-·

To whoever BORROWED my red and black
Univejz mountainbike and my RA's white
ROSS Mountainbike from Hall House on
the night of 4/7 we would appreciate their
return greatly. No questions asked. Any
info. call 862-4426.

SERVICES
TYPING: Lowest Prices Available! ('Ne
know, We ' ve Checkeu) . Free P,ckUp/Delivery. Spelling. Editing Service. Call
Be~kwith-Douglas Service 7 49 -0594
Need a Band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This is not a joke, this is Rock
and Roll. Jason: 742-1858, Doug: 743-3505
TAE KWON-DO . the art of self-defense .
For more information call Hwang's Tae
Kwon-Do at 743-6500
Need a band for your party? Try Ollie and
the Patriots. This Is not a Joke, this Is Rock
and Roll. Jason: 742 -1858, Doug : 7433505.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes sional quality , reasonable rates . Spelling
accuracy inc.luded. Call 742-2037, Dover.
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, repo, ts , etc . Experienced ,
efficient, reasonable rates, quick-return .
Janet Boyle, 659-3578 .
LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER. Con traceptive services, confidential, highquality and sensitive care by trained
medical staff. Sliding fees f~r exams and
supplies. One visit, no class required . Call
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 7492346 or Rochester 332-4229.

PEiWNAlS
George Yfo-- Good luck tomorrow. You're
a great guy, and you'd make a great
president

-------

BE EFFECTIVE: Sign our petition for the
legislature or our Commuter /Transfer
Center may be ELIMINATED! Do it THIS
WEEK!!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAN SHELLEY!!! (For
those of you who may not know Dean, he's
the WONDERFUL Assistant Hall Director
in the LOWER QUAD and he's THE BESTI
We l_ove you Deano'
To whoever BORROWED my red and black
Univejz mountainbike and my RA's white
R.OSS Mountainbike from Hall House on
the night of 4/7 we would appreciate their
return greatly. No questions asked. Any
info. call 862-4426.
HEY UNH .. DO YOU DO THE WILD
THING?
Loving couple wantes to ad.opt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603)4484329.
DO YOU WANT TO DO THE WILD THING?
Resource Allocation Survey participantsAnother reminder to stop by the MUB this
week between 10 and 7 to complete the
survey.
WE DO THE WILD THING ... FOR 9 DAYS
STRAIGHT!!
Remember SECRETARY'S DAY ... April 26th
CHECK IT OUT - RESIDENCE HALL
WEEK. APRIL 21-2g... LET'S DO IT
Creative Portraits are being offered to
graduating seniors, theatre majors, musicians, or other interested persons. Each
work is completely original and of a highly
expressive nature. Photographs can be
taken in a variety of locations on campus
. and are crafted on fine art back and white
prints. For more info or other interest
contact Michael Borchardt at work 8621485 or home 431- 7366.
BE EFFECTIVE: Sign our petition for the
legislature or our COMMUTER/TRANSFER
center may be ELIMINATED! Do it THIS
WEEKI
Win a $15 gift certificate to Benjamin's!
See Far Away Facts advertisement. Clue
#1: It is a dorm in Area 1.
IS SOMEONE DOING A SURVEY? If you
got a letter, don't forget to stop by. Free
munchies too'
Loving couple wants to adopt a baby. If
you can help us, or know someone who
can, please call us collect at (603) 4484329.

vvm a :ps gin cer11tIcate rn tien1amIn·5;
See Far /\way facts advertisement. Clue
#2: (a.) His name sounds like Don Juan ,
(b.) _Boats _in Br"!on Gard_e_n_ _ _ __
Did. you forget to do something today? If
you were selected for the Athletic Survey,
don't forget to stop by.
HELLO KRINGLESI
SCARED??? BUT ALWAYS WANTED TO
DO IT??? NOW ' S THE CHANCE!II
GROUND SCHOOL, STATIC LINE JUMP
FROM 3200' .. cheapest with the group
ratelll Only $145' Sign up in the Outing Club
office r.owll

------------

Int ere st edin pursuing a career in education
or communication disorders? .Then don 't
miss Nancy Mason's presentation on the
T.A.L.K. program for early language development. Wednesday, April 12th at 7:30
.e.:_m in the Carroll room of the MUB.
WIN a $15 gift certificate to Benjamin 's'
See FAR AWAY FACT advertisement. Clue
#3: It is the only Canadian province that
borders New Hampshire. _ _ _ _ __
The 1989 Scavenger Hunt Committee
challenges you and your friends to sign
up as a team for this year's Scavenger Hunt.
Pick up sign-up sheets at the Student
Activities Office in the MUB basement.
Winning team gets a free meal at the New
England Center.
TYPING- Lowest Prices Available' (We
know , We've checked) . Free Pickup / Delivery. Spelling. Editing Service. Call
Be~~with-Douglas Service 749 -0594.
Adoption : educated farm couple offers love,
stability, wonderful life , room to grow.
Expenses paid . Call collect Susan and Alan
802 -592 -3384.
Hey MARY KATE- Can you see this one?
Or has your extensive cannabis use
clouded your already blurry vision?
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 1 day early SARAH
ROBINSONIII Hunter 2nd Floor thinks
you 're SUPER, WICKED , AWESOME!
Steve: Your shorts don't disappointlll Love,
us
BE EFFECTIVE : Sign our petition for the
legislature or our Commuter /Transfer
Center may be ELIMINATED!!! Do it THIS
WEEKI
Attention Adrenalin Junkies!II Space is still
available on May 6th parachute trip. Sign
up nowll I ONLY $145.00 ... usually $176.00.
FOOD, LAUGHTER, and PANT LOADS OF
FUNI
( Concerned? Cagey? Crushed? Curious?
Cross? Clouded? Choked up? Contemptuous? Cheerless? Call Cool-Aid . 862-2293
JON BUTCHER AND THE STOMPERS
ARE COMING TO UNH--CATCH THEIR
ROCKIN' SOUND APRIL 21st AT THE
FIELD HOUSE. TIX ON SALE AT THE MUS
OFFICE- STUDENTS ONLY $5.00!11
BE EFFECTIVE Sign our petition for the
legislature or '1ur Commuter/Transfer
Center may be Eliminated' Do it this week'
GLORY DAZE Presents Ding Day TODAY
and TODAY only! Call 868-6434 for details'
Gus, Dan and Marie- We are the road trip
Cha'mpions mon' So when are we going
back to Miami? -Betty
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE TWO NEW
HALL COUNCIL MEMBERS OF HUNTER
from the 2nd Floor! Yeah MARIA AND
PRISCILLA!!!
New Hampshire's 12 Wildest Women invite
you to the 8th annual "RING IN THE
SPRING " SING Saturday, April 29, 1989.
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall 8:00
p.m.
Communications Disorders: Vote for new
officers in the MUB's Carroll Room on
Wednesday, Aprif 12th at 7:00 p.m. Anyone
can run and all are encouraged to vote.
This is your organization- you choose who
should lead it! Winners will be. announced
at the end of the meeting.
BE EFFECTIVE: sign our petition for the
legislature or our COMMUTER/TRANSFER
CENTER may be ELIMINATED! Do 11 this
week'
INTERESTED IN WORKING OUT AT THE
FRANKLIN FITNESS CENTER NEXT
SEMESTER? Am selling a $90.00 mem bership for $65.00 . Call Marcy at -4'.3381
Jon - you wear it well , like so few people
can. I mean it. Thanks, and I'll keep the
matchbook . We're great! love ME
Jim, Tigger, Who loves you? Need a hint?
You live in her room half the time! (No not
the blond one') She also has a thing for
personals. I sure hope you 're braced' love
ME
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Mars Blackman says, "Word, this you can
doll Don't leave Special Olymµics hanging'
and run in the 3rd Annual Lambda Chi Alpha
Road Race to benefit Special Olympics!!''
To the four musketeers (Yong, Curt. Rich
& Luke), hope your break was fun. Sorry
I've disappeared this semester, but my
stretch here is aimost done. See ya' after
this busy week of yours . Jo P.S. Looking
forward to some killer games of hacky sack.
Spring into Shape with Lambda Chi Alpha's
3rd Annual 5K road race to benefit Special
Olympics. Applications available at Lambda Chi Alpha, Scorpios Provisions . and
Pattee Brook Place. $3 entry fee.
ADOPTION. Warm, loving, happily married
,couple wishes to adopt newborn. Paid
medical expenses. Legal and confidential.
Call Marlene and Barry collect (203) 268~123 after 8:00 p.m. and weekends.
Big Prizes, Big Winners, Big Losers, in the
Lambda Chi Alpha 3rd Annual 5K Road<
Race'! Show us what you got! Now you can
trot down Madbury Rd. on April 22nd, and ;
win a prize. Don't be a schmeckle, just do ·
it!!
HELLO TAMMY ANNIS!!
SPARTICUS- YOU'RE ALMOST THERE .
- GOOD LUCK
__ __

EATON, HALL, MARSTON, RICHARDSON ,
SACKETT, and WOODRUFF. The MINIDORMS are a great place to live! Don't
miss out on your chance to live there. Pick
up an application today at Pettee House,
or at lna Minidor,n Office, rm 101 Richardson Hou::;e.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about being different at UNH ... feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing dept.
862-3405; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office, 862 -2050; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862 - 1313 ; Marianne For tescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa , Dept . of Education 862-2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050
Deb- Happy Belated Birthday! Love- the
greatest guy a girl could have
The Minis may have room for you' If you
are interested in what s·pecial Interest
Housing has to offer, pick up an application
for fall residency at Pettee House today ,
or stop by the Minidorm Office. rm 101
Richardson House. DON'T MISS OUT!
GREG D. - SEE YOU WHEN HELL
FREEZES OVER - LOVE YA , HALL
HQU_SE_ _ _ _ __ _

To the Dover Inn: Fishhead, hope your art
class stands up to last week; Sammy, hope
your interview was less painful than that
game; Roo, it wasn't the same without you,
we had no one to do the Statue of Liberty
play. Love, Hooker
Mary and Paige, lick those wounds . We
need you.
LBJ, thanks for the spelling lesson . Wouldn't
'.::'an! to get that_wrnn'.]~L0ts o' luck - weenie.
It's th e chance you 've been waiting for-you know you 're always wanted to do it.
Now's the TIME' Parachute with the Outing
Club on May 6th--only $145 . Sign up
immediately--space is very limited' Rm.
129 in the MUB.

---------

The Minis are still accepting applications
for fall residency, but you must be interviewed to be offered a space. Pick up an
application today, or be left out! Applications are available at Pettee House, or at
the Minidorm office, Room 101 Richardson
House.
Lace up your crosstrainers and just do it!
Lambda Chi Alpha's Spring into Shape road
race is April 22nd!' ~ - - _ _ _ _
To the best staff in the world, I love ya' but
I'm still counting down the days! Lame Duck.
!'_.?. Enjoy Friday's senate sl_au=gh_te_r! _ _
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The New England Intercollegiate Dance
sposored by
*The Campu~ Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Alliance.*
1<
to benefit
The Student Campaign Against Hunger
and The National Gay/Lesbian Task Force Campus Project

·*

1f

*

·* }f
**
*

·*

Aprii 22, 1989 UNH Undergraduate Apartment Complex*

)t-

* . .,- *
*
*

Community Center
8pm-lam

W...

~

Admission: $4/ students, $6 others

· Disc Jockey, "mocktail bar". chem-free.
Funded by UNH PFO
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~·. SAFE RIDES ·~
Applications Now Available for:

Chairperson,
Budget Manager,
Director of
Drivers/Dispatchers)
Marketing Manager
-These compensated positions look great
on resumes and are highly regarded
by employers.
-Applications can be picked up in Room 203
in the New Health Facilities Buildings
-Please inquire only if you have a sincere interest
in working for Safe Rides
Safe Rides runs
e·v ery Friday and Saturday
from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.
and can be reached at 862-1414

. -----------~
-w-ra11 .,.,. • • • •,

Betty B1ue
{Cf,~~)

THIS
THURSDAY
EVENING
( f f ) ~ f,o; exce&SI ruu,l

~ ..

%racJWSSI_ ~~ ~ ~
~ ruu,l rnadn,ess;.

,·A MUST SEE!
· MUB Strafford Room 7 and 9:30 pm $1 students $2 non-students
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by Mlkt1 Pt1lt1rs
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Universi ·comics
l3Y JOMN HIRTLE /
------~-111111\
NO PROBI-E,._,/ Z'LL ! WISH SHE
PAY

THE

BILL·'

l
~AffiPUS

r;gom,x

WERE HERE AT lHE
ILL.. EQU\PPE.D UNH

FM TH\S FLOOR
DOcSH'T UJOKSArE!

V~IELDHOUSE, TODAY

FRATMAN WILL
BENCH 800 LBS.

!:'~ath in Heaven ~ A Companion

TOLL,

ME

HAD

TH,4 T THti

[JILL
WAS#
(]E l='CJRE
SHE

LEFT,,,.,/

b~ R,c.k 5Aw~er
WELL lHAlS ALL
FOR 1DDAY, 1l\\S
t5 't'OUR ROVlNG

UNH REPO~TE RJ
AHY WORDS FOR
Yl)UR MUC FM? ·

by Jeff Harris
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UNIVERS ITY OF NEW HAMPSHI RE

Celebrates

BEN THOMP SON'S BIRTHDAY
with

PRID E DAY'
AN EVENT FOR THE ENTIRE UNH COMMUNIT Y

Wednesday, April 26, 1989 (Raindate, Wednesday, May 3)
12:30 P.M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

Cleanup begins
Cleanup ends
Prizes awarded, T-Hall lawn
Ben Thompson's birthday cake served
Performance by The New Hampshire
Gentlemen

CASH PRIZES
• Biggest volume of trash
• Biggest volume of recycled_cans
• Many others
_ _
For more information call Ron Lavoie, x1695
Sponsored by the UNH Pride Committee and the UNH Student Ambassadors .
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FALL

"COMMUTERS"

---------------BUDGET CUTS
-------------WILL AFFECT OUR .

HORSEMANSHIP
ANSC 402
BIOBITY SIGN-UP: TUESDAY, APRIL 18 5-7 -PM
SIGN-UP: WEDESDAY, APRIL 19 5:30 PM

COMMUTER

LIGHT HORSE CLASSROOM
.,._:·
Beg-Int I Lecture 1-2:00 T
Beg MWP 9-10:00
MW 5-6:30
A Beg MWP 8-9:00
Int I MW 1-2:30
TB 8-9:30
TB 11-12:30
TB 2:30-4:00

.

-- :-: -:- . ,;.:•.•- . :·.-:

._:_-. . Int II Lecture 1-2:00 W
Int D MW 11-12:30
TB 8-9:30
WF 3-4:30
Adv. TB 1~2:30

\

\
\ I
. '.JI

■-------------

T.R.1t!~ttR

-------1

CENTER

COME SIGN PETITION
IN COMMUTER TRANSFER
CENTER THIS WEEK

ALL STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

1171/1174

Sponsored by
Student Senate
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UNH men place
third Saturday
By Brian Brady
The men's track team celebrated the beginning of their
spring season over the weekend
at Dartmouth by knocking off
foes UMass and Maine in what
Coach Jim Boulanger called the
team's, "best opening outdoor
performance in years."
The five team meet featured
home team Dartmouth, Corn~ll,
UNH, UMass and Maine. The_
Wildcats (53.5 points) finished
third behind Dartmouth ( 134
pts.) and Cornell (88.5 pts.) but
comfortably defeated UMass (28
pts.) and UMaine (did not
score).
·Barney Borromeo posted the
most impressive performances
of the day with victories in the
100-meter run (11.16) and the
200-meter run (22.20). Borromeo also teamed with Gary
Gustavson, Mike Wellington
and Garrett Valasquez to place
third in the 4 x 100-meter relay
with a time of 43.51.

Greg Taylor won the shotput,
while Mike McGrath and Mike
Wellington finished first and
second respectively in the javelin throw. In the 1500-meter
run Darrell Covell finished third
with a time of 3:56:45.
Bill Ponders finished third
. in the triple jump, while Wellington continued his successful
afternoon by finishing fourth
in the high hurdles.
Coach Boulanger lauded the
efforts of Borromeo, Wellington
and Taylor, but he was most
pleased with the performance
of the entire team. "The team
was real competitive," Boulanger said. "We are real pleased
with that. The reason for the
early success is the quality of
, the kids we have. They have alot
of respect for themselves."
This Saturday the team will
compete in the "Old Yankee
Conference Reunion" meet at
Spaulding High School in Rochester at 12:30.

-

The men•s track team ran, jumped and threw its way to a third place finish at Dart.mouth
on Saturday. (Ben Frazier photo)
-CYCLING ■ (continued from page 32)

a very impressive outing. Doug
Carson won the race, which
McAdams described as a "big
win for him." Immediately
behind was Scott Miller in
second. Eric Miller was soon to
follow in fifth andJohn Boisvert
placed seventh.
"Everyone just raced really
strong," said UNH rider Eric
Bedell. "lit wasl a really good
all around effort."
The men's 'C' race was also
a bright spot for the 'Cats.
UNH's two riders were new but
that did not prevent them from
placing in the top 10. Arthur
Cady was the first Wildcat to
cross the line, taking fourth
place, while Jeff Sallade captured
sixth.
In the women's event UNH
was equally strong. With a
combination of new experienced
riders, the Wildcats had a fourth
place finish, Tiffany Beck, as

well as a sixth, Liz Uretsky.
"They held their own," said
McAdams. He added that the
ream showed a lot of promise
for future competitions.
Gullickson noted that UNH
was always in command in the
races. The 'Cats contolled the
packs when they formed. Whenever a pack caught a UNH
rider who had broken away,
another Wildcat rider would
arrack. This worked to constantly keep other reams off balance
and unable to create any attacks
of their own.
Looking ahead, Bedell stated
that the team was "feeling really
confident that we are starting
to peak for the Eastern Championships," to be hdd in two
weeks.
In the mean time the 'Cars
are preparing for their own race.
The team will host a circuit race
in Durham this Saturday, April
15.

Wildcat Week
UNH had a lot to smile about after they overwhelmed the field to take first place on Sunday.
(Scott Miller photo)
'

UMass pounds laxmen
By Ward Fraser
The men's lacrosse team
continued their losing ways as
they dropped a home game to
-Massachusetts on Saturday, 168. UNH played the nationally
ranked Minutemen very close
but ran a stone wall of a goalie
in Sal LoCascio.
The UMass netminder, last
year's New England Player of
the Year and three time AllAmerican, was almost unbeatable between the pipes. The
UMass defense did a good job
of containing the UNH offense,
and even when the 'Cats got an
opportunity, LoCascio was usually there.
UMass jumped on New
Haiprsspire eqrly, running out
~.- tfi a.n \8-7> kf11 n:iid.wav th tough

the second quarter. The 'Cats,
having had the opportunity to
play _some tough opponents
early in the season, were not
about to roll over and die. New
Hampshire scored two quick
goals by Kevin Growny and
Mark Bornick to cut the lead to
8-5, with just one minute remaining in the half. But UMass
came back and scored a questionable goal with no time
remaining on the clock to take
a four goal lead at the end of two.
UMass kept the momentum
from the first half, scoring just
32 seconds into the third quarter. UNH goalie Craig Benes
had a tough afternoon and was
replaced by Stowe Milhous in
the fourth quarter, but the
da'niage had alreh<lv~hee-rt cl~ne.
•
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Sophomore standout Jeff M,achura added two late goals, but
it was not enough as the Min=utemen of UMass, ranked 14th
nationally, waltzed away with
a 16-8 win.
With the 'Cats having played
two nationally ranked reams in
their first four games, UMass
and Cornell (ranked 7th), one
would think that the schedule
might ease up a little. Wrong!
Thke 'Cats still have to face
Harvard and Yale, ranked 9th
and 11th, respectively. UNH
gets a slight break this week as they face the Eagles of Boston
College, at home on Wednesday
at 3:00. BC is currently 3-5 while
the 'Cars are still winless at 0-

L\.

Men's Lacrosse v-s:
Boston College
Wednesday at 3:00
* * * * * * * * * * *

Home Opener
Baseball vs. UMass
Thursday at 3:00

-'·~-----------~----------------.....--....------...--Sports
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Crew downs NU
and Dartmouth
By Ellen Harris
The UNH women's crew
team experienced the thrill of
victory in their home opener
Saturday when they overcame
Dartmouth and Northeastern.
The regatta was postponed
one hour due to rough waters
in Little Bay and the Oyster
River. After the delay, the
Wildcats wasted no time in
showing their competition how
to handle the whitecaps with
style.
Both the Varsity and JV crews
defeated the opposing boats by
several lengths of open water.
Varsity Coach Jane Ludwig was
pleased with her crew's performances.
"They did exactly what I
wanted. They rowed the race
just how we've been practicing,
strong," Ludwig said.
Kate O'Neill, a senior who
rowed in the JV six seat on

Saturday said that the start of
the race was rough, but that the
crew got their swing going
quickly and the rest of the race
felt great. "It was awesome!"
O'Neill said.
Th~ varsity boat mirrored the
JV's success, taking the victory
by 2-3 lengths of open water.
Senior Bee B.aker said, "we still
need some work, but I'm confident that it'll come. The
intensity was definitely there
on Saturday."
The novice 'A' and 'B' crews
were defeated by strong Northeastern and Dartmouth competitors in thelr races on Saturday.
The women have some time
to increase their strength and
technique in the next two weeks.
After that, they'll be tested once
again when they take on Smith
College on the Oyster River ,
Saturday, April 22.

UNH's women's crew team braved choppy waters and harsh winds to take a victory on Sat~~d~y:
(Ellen Harris photo)

Mixed results for 'Cats
By Ellen Harris
In a three-way regatta with
Wesleyan· and UMass, the UNH
men's varsity crew pulled to a
disappointing second place finish behind Wesleyan on Saturday.
The JV crew had a better time
with the competition however,
coming out on top of the two
schools. "The JV had the most
aggressive attack of any crew
opt there today," said varsity
coach Chris Allsopp. "They (the
JV) were able to row at a
competitive cadence of 34-35
strokes per minute, because they
were driving. together in the

water."
Senior Matt Johnson, a
member of the winning JV
eight, said that Wesleyan was
ahead in the beginning of the
race. "We pulled even to Wesleyan, then blew by them to win
by 3 lengths of open water," said
Johnson. "It felt good."
Allsopp explained that the
varsity boat had trouble because
they were not driving together
and were not able to get the
cadence (strokes per minute)
high enough. Allsopp said that
the concentl\ation in practice
will be on "replacing those
'members of the varsity boat who
are not rowing aggressively wi"'

those who are."
And after that?
"We have to then get the
aggressive oarsmen to row,
think, and race as though they
are one," said Allsopp.
In the novice race, the UNH
'B' boat lost a close race to
Wesleyan. "Wesleyan' s margin
of victory was about one second
over us," said novice coach
Lawrence Smith. "The 'B' boat
rowed very aggressively. I was
pleased with their effort."
The men will be on the road
again next Saturday when they
travel to Hanover, New Hampshire to race Dartmouth.

Men's
lacrosse loses
to Massachusetts
Minutemen, !(>-8

Cyclists glide
past opponents
.By Mike Stinson
. The UNH cycling team dominated their foes this Saturday
as they took part in a criterium
sponsored by Harvard. The
'Cats used a total team effort
to control each of the races.
Taking part in the event, held
in Newton, Massachusetts, were
such schools as Boston U niversity, Brown, Tufts, Harvard and
a tough squad from the U niversity of Connecticut.
The 'A' race saw four Wildcats place in the top 10 positions. Scott Kasin took top
honors with an outstanding
performance. At the start of the
race the cyclists quickly broke
in to three groups. UNH placed
five riders in the front with two
or three more in the other two
packs, according to coach Ken
McAdams. Kasin, -with help
from his teammates, broke away.

from the second group to catch ,
the front runners. He then used
a strong sprint in the end to
capture first place.
Kasin was followed by Tom
Martin, who placed fourth. Marc
Gullickson made his way to
- seventh place, while Scott Fader
rounded things out for the team
by finishing ninth.
Gullickson was very positive
about the race. "We definitely
dominated the teams that were
there," he said. As well as
finishing seventh, he finished
first in one of the race's primes.
This is a one lap sprint during
the race in which a rider can gain
extra points for the team by
placing first. Emmanuel Betz
also took one prime in the 'A'
race.
UNH's 'B' riders also put in
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The cycling team crushed the competition at a criterium sponsored by Harvard University
last weekend. (Scott Miller photo)

